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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Language 
Odoodee is spoken by a group of people living in the Balimo and Nomad Districts of the Western Province 

of Papua New Guinea. More specifically, the villages are located in the area that is near the mid-eastern part of 
Western Province, somewhat near the southwestern border of Southern Highlands Province. There are about 
450 speakers. Odoodee is a verb final language with a moderately fixed word order. It is a Papuan language, 
belonging to the Strickland Plain Sub-Family of the Bosavi Language Family in the Central and South New 
Guinea Stock of of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum. The Ethnologue code is KKC. Alternate names for this 
language include ‘Ododei’, ‘Kalamo’, and ‘Nomad’. 

The speakers of the language live in three villages: Kalamo, Hasalibi, and Tulusi (or Hasef, as outsiders call 
it). There seem to be only two dialects, with speakers from Tulusi constituting one, and speakers from Kalamo 
and Hasalibi making up the main dialect. The main differences between the dialects appear to be lexical. 
However, more research needs to done in this area. The dialects are mutually intelligible. 

1.2 The Data 
The data for this paper were collected between February 1996 and December 2000, mainly in the village of 

Kalamo. This is where the authors have been living intermittently for a total of about 20 months during the 
above period. There is a fair amount of traffic between Kalamo and the two other Odoodee villages. That being 
the case, the data is representative of the whole language group. 

The data on which this analysis is based consist of several data books containing hundreds of words and 
expressions, a dictionary with about 1400 entries, 30 texts, and four short translated Bible stories. 

1.3 Acknowledgements 
My wife and I are indebted to many Odoodee speakers for teaching us their language, and especially to our 

co-workers Sekowale Asuwe, Golobea Seiyele, Yale Dobolowo, and Dikina Wediabe for providing lots of 
language information and checking much of the material. We are also profoundly grateful for the help we 
received from our consutants: Robert Bradshaw and Bob Bugenhagen. 

1.4 References 
The Odoodee (or Kalamo) language is mentioned in some published material on language classification. 

There are also unpublished manuscripts specifically on the Odoodee (Kalamo) language. 

 Language Classification:  McElhanon & Voorhoeve (1970), Shaw (1986), Wurm (1982) 
 Survey Report:    Smith & Clifton (1992) 
 Phonology:     Hays (1997), Bevan (1992) 
 Sociolinguistic & Literacy: Hays (1999) 
 Anthropology    Hays (1999) 

1.5 Overview 
Odoodee is an SOV language with moderately rigid word order. It has postpositions. The possessor 

precedes the possessed item and nominal modifiers usually follow the noun in the order: descriptive attributive 
modifer, quantifier phrase, and demonstrative. This is what is expected, given the basic SOV word order of the 
language. 

2. PHONOLOGY 

The Organised Phonology Data for Odoodee (Ododei, Kalamo) was written by Darrell & Kerttu Hays and 
approved in October 1997. 

2.1 Basic Features 
All vernacular words and letters in the following charts are in the orthography unless otherwise stated. 
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2.1.1 Syllable Patterns 

 One Syllable Word Word Initial Word Medial Word Final 

V i 

‘storm’ 

e.li 

‘road’ 

bee.a.me 

‘day’ 

si.a 

‘thin’ 

VV ei 

‘shoulder’ 

au.we 

‘grandfather’ 

  

CV be 

‘pig’ 

bi.bi 

‘taro’ 

e.bi.ga 

‘navel’ 

ge.le.si 

‘rubbish’ 

CVV dou 

‘fire’ 

kou.da 

‘thick’ 

 ge.me.dei 

‘stomach’ 

 

2.1.2 Consonants 

 Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Plosive b t    d  k   g  

Nasal m n    

Fricative p s   h 

Approximant   y (= [j])   

Lateral 
Approximant 

 l    

w  voiced labio-velar appoximant 

2.1.3 Vowels 

 Front Central Back 

High i  /i/  u  /u/ 

Mid ee  /e/  oo  /o/ 

Low e  /ɛ/ a  /ɑ/ o  /ɔ/ 

All vowels can be nasalised. Nasalisation is indicated orthographically by underlining the vowel (e.g. a² /a/). 
(See Nasalisation 2.1.6) 

2.1.4 Diphthongs 

ei ai ou 

 au  

 

2.1.5 Vowel Harmony 

Vowel harmony is a feature of the Odoodee language. Rules of vowel harmony apply to verbs and the 
marking of  tense, aspect, mood, and evidentiality (just the ‘future’ affix has two variants), when marking a 
noun with the possessive affix, and when affixing any word with a question marker. Generally any combination 
of vowels may occur in words otherwise. 

For morphophonemic rules involving vowel harmony, see Morphophonemics 2.2. 
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2.1.6 Nasalisation 

There is a phonemic contrast between nasalised and oral vowels. However, research has shown that in 
nearly all of the minimal pairs based on nasalization,  the words belong to different form classes. Thus context 
frequently serves to disambiguate such pairs. However, at this time the current orthography continues to 
differentiate all nasalised vowels with underlining. It is possible that in the future, nasalisation will cease to be 
indicated in the orthography. 

 1) [do]  <do²o²>  ‘mushroom’ 

[do]  <doo>  ‘dig’ 

 2) [hm]  <homo²>  ‘leg’ 

[hm]  <homo>  ‘tree’ 

2.1.7 Tone 

There is a two-way tone contrast at the word level. A high ‘accent’ is realised by a level pitch on the word. 
A low ‘accent’ is realised by a falling pitch on the last syllable of the word. In the orthography, high pitch is 
signalled with an acute mark on the last vowel of the the word. High pitch is only indicated on words that 
contrast with a word having low pitch and there is a possibility for ambiguity or confusion. Low pitch is not 
indicated. There are just two words that actually need to be marked for tone. They are: 

 3) só ‘bird’   so ‘dog’ 

 4) sagobó ‘butterfly’ sagobo ‘bird of paradise’ 

2.1.8 Bleed-Through 

Bleed-through is a very limited feature of the language. It means that a high vowel may bleed through into 
the previous syllable, thus forming a diphthong with the preceding vowel. It has only been observed in three 
words and they are very similar in construction. Bleed-through only occurs within the stem; it does not cross 
morpheme boundaries. 

 5) [bkidi]  /bakadi/  <bakadio>  ‘two’ 

 6) [bliki]  /balaki/  <balakie>  ‘wet’ 

 7) [kizi]  /kasi/  <kwasio>  ‘tired’ 

2.2 Morphophonemics 
Morphophonemic changes are observed in the following three contexts: 1) verbs with their inflections for 

tense, aspect, mood, and evidentiality, 2) possessive affixes, and 3) question clitics. The following rules are 
evidenced: 

Rule 1: a loss 

 a       /   i__+ C 

 tia + lei  ti – lei  ‘will sleep’ 

Rule 2: unrounding 

 (V)  (C)   V  [- rd]   /  __+(C) V 

     [+ back]                     [- rd] 
     [+ rd] 

 mou + le²     mei – le²  ‘did not go down’ 

Rule 3: L loss  before L 

 l        /   C__V + lV 

 pla + lai    pa–lai  ‘will go up’ 

Rule 4: I rounding 

     V    [+ rd]  /   __CV 
 [- back]         [+ rd] 
 [+ high] 
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 di + lone    du–lone  ‘while going’ 

Rule 5: Low Vowel Harmony 

Rounding  

  V      [+ rd]  /  __(C)V 
[- rd]           [+ rd] 

 bada + lone    bado-lone  ‘while staying’ 
 taka + i    take-i    takee  ‘speak.IMP’ 
 na² + e    ne²-e    ne²  ‘eat.IMP’ 

Fronting: 

V          [-back]  /   +C(C)_+(C) V 

[-rd]                                               [-back] 
       [-high] 

pla + e  ple-e  pele ‘go.up.IMP’ 

 

Rule 6: Epenthesis 

 CCV  CV      CV 
      [ place]    [ place]    [ place] 
 ske + e   seke-e    seke  ‘plant.IMP’ 

Rule 7: Geminate Reduction 

 VV    V

 pla + e    ple-e    pele-e     pele  ‘go up.IMP’ 

Rule 8: E – front vowel Portmanteau 

 V + V      V 
 [- back]  [- back] [- back] 
 [- high]      [- high] 

 tne + i    tene + i    tenee  ‘gave’ 

Rule 9: Final front vowel loss 

 V    /  everywhere but #Ce+__# 
 [+ high] 
 [- back] 

 tia + i    tia  ‘slept’ 

Rule 10: Glide assimilation (for possessive suffix –yo² and question clitic –yo) 

 y    [+ rd]    /   V +__ V 
                                     [+ rd] 

                                                  [-high]    

 Niko + yo²    Niko-wo²  ‘Niko’s’ 
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Chart of Sample Derivations 

 

Rule           

underlying form tia+lei mou+le² pla+lai di+lone bada+lone ske+e pla+e tne+i tia+i Niko+yo² 

1: A loss ti-lei          

2: unrounding  mei-le²         

3: L loss before L   pa-lai        

4: I rounding    du-lone       

5: Low Vowel Harmony     bado-lone  ple-e    

6: Epenthesis      seke-e pele-e tene-i   

7: Geminate Reduction      seke pele    

8: E-front vowel 
Portmanteau 

       tenee   

9: Final front vowel loss         tia  

10: Glide assimilation          Niko-wo² 

Surface Form tilei 

‘will sleep’ 

meile² 

‘didn’t go 
down’ 

palai 

‘will go up’ 

dulone 

‘while 
going’ 

badolone 

‘while 
staying’ 

seke 

‘plant.IMP’ 

pele 

‘go up.IMP’ 

tenee 

‘gave’ 

tia 

‘slept’ 

Nikowo² 

‘Niko’s’ 
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3. WORD CLASSES AND MORPHOLOGY 

There are 10 word classes based on their function in the phrase and the kinds of affixation they may or may 
not take.  They are verbs, nouns, pronouns, postpositions, adverbs, demonstratives, question words, 
conjunctions, interjections, and particles. 

3.1 Verbs 
Verbs constitute an open class of words that are distinguished by their ability to undergo inflection with 

tense/aspect/mood/evidentiality suffixes and function as the heads of verb phrases. 

3.1.1 Types of Verbs 

There is a formal, morphological distinction between the verbs occurring in the final clauses of sentences 
and those occurring in non-final clauses. The former are termed final verbs and the latter medial verbs. Both 
classes of verbs exhibit a range of different inflectional possibilities for aspect and mood. In addition, the final 
verbs exhibit tense and evidentiality distinctions. Verb stems are of two types, 1) simple (consisting of a single 
verb root) or 2) compound. Compound stems consist of two verb roots, the second of which is doo ‘do’. 

3.1.1.1 Medial Verbs 

Medial verbs can be inflected to express the following categories: progressive aspect, durative aspect, 
incompletive aspect, causative aspect, simultaneous aspect, perfective aspect, irrealis modality, and conditional 
modality. Several of these can occur in combinations. 

3.1.1.1.1 Medial verb inflections 

 

 

-mo/me  
atelic 

-l 
incompletive 
 
 

-g conditional 

 

-a (irrealis) 

  

 -ne simultaneous -/e 
(realis) 

 -me DS/causal 

 -loso/-leso presupposed sequence  

-no immediate sequence 

 

1                                 2                                       3                                        4 

 

3.1.1.1.1.1 Medial verb affix combinations and examples 
 
The following 12 medial verb inflections occur in the language: 

-mologa ‘ATEL.INCOM.COND (progressive condition)’ With clauses that have different subjects, to 
express simultaneity with present events and also possible condition, the medial verb in the first clause is 
inflected with –mo-lo-ga ‘ATEL-INCOM-COND’. 

 8) Niko dasiga-mologa, a² yumolo=so. 
Niko play-ATEL.INCOM.COND 1S laugh.ATEL.INCOM=NVIS 

‘While (when/if) Niko is playing, I am laughing.’ 

-me ‘DS/CAUS (causative)’ In the Causal Sequence construction, the verb in the first clause takes the 

inflection -me ‘DS/CAUS (different subject/causal sequence)’. The event expressed in the second clause is 
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frequently seen as having been caused or brought about in some way by the event in the first clause. It can also 
be seen as an immediate and natural follow-up to the event expressed by the first clause. The meaning of the 
construction can be translated as ‘so then’. Like the Presupposed Sequence construction, the subjects of the 
conjoined clauses in the Causal Sequence construction can be either same or different. The conjoined events 
have past temporal reference. 

 9) Mo² wiligi papolo-me, tia=so. 
1P.POSS head swell-DS/CAUS sleep.PAST+R=PF 

‘My head swelled, so then [I] slept.’ 

 10) Odoo susuga hamapoo sibu-me, a²yo² dimapoo to² takaso. 
person all here.LOC come-DS/CAUS 1S.ACT 3P.LOC talk say.PAST+R.PS 

‘When all the people came here, I spoke to them.’ 

-molome ‘ATEL.INCOM.DS/CAUS’ When clauses have different subjects, simultaneous time is signaled 

by a medial verb in its basic form taking the inflection –mo-lo-me ‘ATEL-INCOM-DS/CAUS’. The last verb 
may be in any mood or tense. 

 11) Iba tiesa-molome, diba kuka=so. 
1P sleep.P-ATEL.INCOM.DS/CAUS 3P run_away.P.PAST+R=PF 

‘While we were sleeping, they ran away.’ 

-lame ‘INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS (purpose)’ To express purpose, the medial verb is inflected with –l-a-me 
‘INCOM-IR-DS/CAUS’. The clauses have the same subject. 

 12) Diayo² yo² aga-lame simi=so. 
3P.ACT 3S see-PURP come.PAST+R=PF 

‘They came in order to see him.’ 

-lone ‘INCOM.SIMU (simultaneous)’ When clauses have the same subject, simultaneous time is signaled 

by a medial verb in its basic form taking the inflection –lo-ne ‘INCOM-SIMU’. The last verb may be in any 
mood or tense. 

 13) Niko dasiga-lone, yumolo. 
Niko play-INCOM.SIMU laugh.ATEL.INCOM 

‘Niko is laughing while playing.’ 

-ga ‘COND (condition)’ Protases of hypothetical conditions are formed by inflecting the verb with –ga 
‘condition’. The verb of the protasis is often in its basic form, while the verb of the apodosis may be in any 
aspect or mood, as long as the temporal reference is present or future. The two clauses can have either the same 
or different subjects. This same construction is also used to express future sequences of events. 

 14) Yo² sibo-ga, a²yo² yimapoo takalai. 
3S come-COND 1S.ACT 3S.LOC say.FUT 

‘If/when he comes, I will tell [it] to him.’ 

 15) Iba Ukarumpa mapoo du-ga, sitowa mapoo dilei=so. 
1P Ukarumpa LOC go-COND store LOC go.INCOM.IR=PF 

‘When we go to Ukarumpa, [we] will go to the store.’ 

-le²ga ‘INCOM.NEG.COND (negative condition)’ To express a sequence in which the first event is 

presupposed and negative, the medial verb is inflected with –le²–ga ‘negative-condition’. This construction can 
only be used when the temporal reference is past. The translation of this kind of construction is ‘when so-and-so 
did not happen’. The two clauses can have either the same or different subjects. However, negative protases in 
conditional constructions are expressed as complements of the verb poogoo-ga ‘leave-condition’. The verb in 
the complement of poogoo needs to be affixed with –le²–ga ‘negative.condition’. The translation of this kind of 
construction is ‘if so-and-so does not happen’. The verb of the protasis is often in its basic form, while the verb 
of the apodosis may be in any aspect or mood, as long as the temporal reference is present or future. 
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 16) Esino yo² sa²wo² dimili koodobi-le²ga see toowa 
but 3S blood go.ATEL.INCOM.HAB stop.PAST+R-NEG.COND again big  

  poloso, sa²wo² osee di-mi-l-i=so. 
become.PSQ blood still go-ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF 

‘But when her blood [that] was going didn’t stop [it] again became big (worse), [and] the blood 
was still habitually going.’ 

 17) Diba nei ne²le²-ga poogoo-ga, diba talaiso. 
3P food eat.NEG-COND leave-COND 3P die.FUT.PF 

‘If they do not eat, they will die.’ 

-mele²so ‘ATEL.PSQ (progressive presupposed sequence)’ To express a progressive presupposed 

sequence, the medial verb is inflected with –me-le²so ‘ATEL-PSQ’. The translation of this kind of construction 
is often ‘having been doing something’. The clauses have the same subject. The conjoined events may be past, 
habitual, or future. 

 18) Melesenee te-mele²so, Sadee toowa omapoo gimagooso. 
medicine take-ATEL.PSQ week big DEF.LOC finish.PAST+R.PF 

‘Having been taking the medicine, on Sunday it was finished.’ 

-loso/le²so ‘PSQ (presupposed sequence)’ The Presupposed Sequence construction is the most common 
way of joining clauses.  The verb of the first clause is marked by a verb in its basic form inflected with the 
enclitic -loso ‘Presupposed Sequence’.  The different ‘come/go’ verbs, du ‘go’, sibo ‘come’ , and mou ‘go 
down’ take a variant form of this enclitic, -le²so. Since these ‘going’ verbs frequently behave differently than 
other verbs, it is not unexpected that they have an irregular form when the Presupposed Sequence enclitic is 
affixed.  (The use of the variant form -le²so is also due to vowel harmony considerations. There seems to be no 

difference in meaning between the two inflections -le²so & -loso.) 

In a Presupposed Sequence construction the conjoined clauses can either have same or different subjects. 
This construction may be translated as an English participial perfective ‘having done something…’ or sequential 
action ‘after doing something’. The conjoined events may be past, habitual, or future. 

 19) A± sibi-le²so, nei ne²so. 
1S come-PSQ food eat.PAST+R.PF 

‘(Having come) / after I came, [I] ate food.’ 

 20) Ha wo na²-loso, see mo²so²poo wedi diso. 
afternoon sago eat-PSQ again house.LOC back go.PAST+R.PF 

‘After eating sago in the afternoon, [we] again went back to the house.’ 

-no ‘ISQ (immediate sequence)’ The Immediate Sequence construction has only been observed in texts 
expressing past events. The two clauses can have either same or different subjects. The verb in the first clause is 
in the past tense form and takes the inflection -no ‘ISQ’. This construction can express an immediate sequence 
of events, where the events simply occur one right after the other. This construction can also express a durative 
aspectual meaning, indicating that an event continues on for a relatively extended period of time before 
something else happens. The best English translation of this kind of construction is often ‘doing something for a 
while and then...’ or ‘doing something until...’. 

 21) A± hamapoo badebee-no, pasta Wa:go mo² mo²so²poo siba². 
1S here.LOC stay-ISQ pastor Wa:go 1S.POSS house.LOC come.INV 

‘As I was staying here, Pastor Wa:go came to my house.’ 

 22) Hoguo pala-no, hoguo pala-no, hoguo pala-no... 
run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ 

‘[It] continued running up until,...’ 

-meleeno ‘ATEL.INCOM.PAST+R.ISQ (Past Progressive Immediate Sequence)’ To express a past 

progressive immediate sequence, the medial verb is inflected with –me-l-ee-no ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST+R-ISQ’. 
This construction functions the same as the Immediate Sequence affix –no, however the meaning is only slightly 
different. The translation is ‘continuing to do something for a while, and then…’. This type of construction has 
been observed with motion verbs such as come and go.  
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 23) Osoloso beeame he²e²so gesikolo Hasalibi omapoo 
and day next.OB/A morning Hasalibi DEF.LOC 

  peledapalame di-meleeno, eli domopoo 
arrive.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS go-ATEL.INCOM.PAST+R.ISQ road middle.LOC 

  egeino, Biame odoo abo Wawoi hamapoo 
see.PAST+R.ISQ Biame person some Wawoi here.LOC 

  sibadagama²la². 
come.P.ATEL.INCOM.WTNS 

‘And the next day in the morning as [we] we going in order to arrive at Hasalibi, on the way [we] 
saw some Biame people coming here to Wawoi.’ 

-  ‘realis’ General sequence is morphologically unmarked. The unmarked verb is often a motion verb. 
This construction is used with same subject sequences. The General Sequence construction has only been 
observed in descriptions of past events, and therefore the unmarked verb is in its simple past form. 

 24) ...godigi abaga simi- Keseki hamapoo peledapaso. 
tomorrow DEF.from come.PAST-R Keseki here.LOC arrive.PAST+R.PF 

‘…the next day [we] came from there and arrived here at Keseki.’ 

3.1.1.2 Final Verbs 

Final verbs exhibit a greater range of affixation than medial verbs. In particular, they manifest a past/non-
past distinction, as well as indicating negation, and contrary-to-fact as well as taking sentence-final clitics 
expressing several additional modal categories like imperative, obligative, and hortative. In the examples that 
follow, it should be noted that the hortative, distal addressee, witnessed, question, and quotative enclitics are 
analyzed as functioning at a different structural level than the other final verb inflections, being main clause 
complementisers that govern the whole preceding sentence. 

3.1.1.2.1 Final verb inflections and complementising enclitics 

This section includes an exhaustive list of all the possible combinations of final verb inflections and 
complementising enclitics found in the language. In the lists below, combinations that are most common in 
everyday language usage are marked with an asterisk (*). 

 
Distal addressee (-ye) & (-go) Normally these enclitics are used when someone is shouting a command (=ye) 

or anything else (=go) to another person who is not close by, but is far enough away that he cannot hear normal 
conversation. 
=ye* ‘DIST’ (Distal addressee) affixed to imperatives 

=ye-bu ‘DIST-QUOT’  

=go* ‘DIST’ (distal addressee) 

=go-bu ‘DIST-QUOT’  

=go-na ‘DIST-WTNS’ (reported)  

=go-na-bu ‘DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

=go-na-la ‘DIST-WNTS-Q’  

=go-na-la-bu ‘DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 25) No² badobee-ye. A± du=so-go!. 
2S stay.IMP-DIST 1S go=PF-DIST 

‘You stay! I’m going!’ (shouted) 

 26) Malaya sibo=go! 
airplane come=DIST 

‘The airplane comes!’ or ‘The airplane is coming!’ (the phrase is shouted) 

 27) Yo² sibile²; tia=go-na. 
3S come.PAST+R.NEG sleep=DIST-WTNS 

‘He didn’t come; [he] is asleep [the witness told me so].’ 
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Quotative (-bu) To indicate that the speaker is quoting what someone else said, the last word of the quoted 
utterance is followed by the quotative enclitic =bu ‘QUOT’. 
-bu* ‘QUOT’  

 28) Niko tia=bu. 
Niko sleep=QUOT 

‘[He said] Niko is asleep.’ 
 
 
Unreal (-liyo) Verbs in protases of contrary-to-fact conditionals are inflected with diepi (variant: dabi) 
‘contrafactive’. If the statement in the apodosis is positive, then the final verb is inflected with the suffix–liyo 
‘unreal’. 
-liyo* ‘UNR’ (unreal) 

-liyo=bu ‘UNR=QUOT’  

-liyo=wo ‘UNR=Q’  

-liyo=wo-bu ‘UNR=Q-QUOT’  

 29) A± be ene²e² diepi, a² be na²-liyo. 
1S pig shoot.PAST+R CON 1S pig eat-UNR 

‘If I had shot the pig, I would have eaten the pig.’ 

 30) A± sibile² poogoo diepi, no² tie-liyo=wo? 
1S come.PAST+R.NEG leave CON 2S sleep-UNR=Q 

‘If I had not come, would you have slept?’ 
 
 
Hortative (-mo) Hortative is expressed by adding the the complementiser enclitic=mo to the final verb.  Use 
of this enclitic indicates that the contemplated action should happen immediately, ‘let’s ... right now’. 
=mo* ‘HORT’ (hortative)  

=mo-bu ‘HORT-QUOT’  

=mo-lo ‘HORT-Q’  

=mo-lo-bu ‘HORT-Q-QUOT’  

=mo-go ‘HORT-DIST’  

=mo-go-bu ‘HORT-DIST-QUOT’  

=mo-go-na ‘HORT-DIST-WTNS’  

=mo-go-na-la ‘HORT-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

=mo-go-na-bu ‘HORT-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

=mo-go-na-la-bu ‘HORT-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 31) Iba mo²so² toko=mo. 
1P house build=HORT 

‘Let’s build a house now.’ 

 32) Malaya go mapoo di=mo-go! 
airplane field to go=HORT-DIST 

‘Let’s go to the airstrip now! (shouted to someone in the distance)’ 

 33) Iba mubi dokodoo polo=mo-go-na-la-bu. 
1P mountain on.top.of go.up=HORT-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT 

‘[He asked, did the witness hear] “Let’s go up onto the mountan now.”’ 

 
 
Habitual (-l-i) Habitual expresses that which is usual.  It is indicated by the final verb inflection -li (-l 
‘INCOM’ + -i ‘HAB’) used with the unmarked form of the verb. It may be used to refer to events that someone 
habitually did in the past or to refer to events that usually or normally happen. 
-l-i* ‘INCOM-HAB’ (habitual)  

-l-i=bu ‘INCOM-HAB=QUOT’  
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-l-i=so* ‘INCOM-HAB=PF’  

-l-i=so-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-QUOT’  

-l-i=so-mo* ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-Q’  

-l-i=so-mo-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-Q-QUOT’  

-l-i=so-go ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST’  

-l-i=so-go-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-QUOT’  

-l-i=so-go-na ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS’  

-l-i=so-go-na-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-l-i=so-go-na-la ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-l-i=so-go-na-la-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

-l-i=yo* ‘INCOM-HAB=Q’  

-l-i=yo-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=Q-QUOT’  

-l-i=go ‘INCOM-HAB=DIST’  

-l-i=go-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=DIST-QUOT’  

-l-i=go-na ‘INCOM-HAB=DIST-WTNS’  

-l-i=go-na-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-l-i=go-na-la ‘INCOM-HAB=DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-l-i=go-na-la-bu ‘INCOM-HAB=DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 34) A± beeame susuga gimo di-l-i=so. 
1S day all hunt.ATEL go-INCOM-HAB=PF 

‘I go hunting everyday.’ 

 35) Sobo susuga oso wo ga-l-i=so-mo? 
woman all DEF.OB/A sago process-INCOM-HAB=PF-Q 

‘Do all the women process sago?’ 

 36) No² seligi na²lisomo o koo na²-li=yo? 
2S sweet.potato eat.HAB.PF.Q or NEG eat-HAB=Q 

‘Do you eat sweet potato or not?’ 

 
 
 
Future (-l-ai/ei) To refer to future events, the final verb is inflected with  –l-ai/ei ‘INCOM-IR’. The usage of –

lai or –lei is determined by vowel harmony. Verbs ending with a +close vowel (i.e. <i> or <u>) would take the 
–lei affix, while verbs ending with a –close vowel would take the –lai affix. 
-l-ai/ei* ‘INCOM-IR’  

-l-ai/ei=bu ‘INCOM-IR=QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=so* ‘INCOM-IR=PF’  

-l-ai/ei=so-bu ‘INCOM-IR=PF-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=so-mo* ‘INCOM-IR=PF-Q’  

-l-ai/ei=so-mo-bu ‘INCOM-IR=PF-Q-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=yo* ‘INCOM-IR=Q’  

-l-ai/ei=yo-bu ‘INCOM-IR=Q-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=go ‘INCOM-IR=DIST’  

-l-ai/ei=go-bu ‘INCOM-IR=DIST-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=go-na ‘INCOM-IR=DIST-WTNS’  

-l-ai/ei=go-na-bu ‘INCOM-IR=DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=go-na-la ‘INCOM-IR=DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-l-ai/ei=go-na-la-bu ‘INCOM-IR=DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 37) No² godigi Hasalibi mapoo di-l-ei=so-mo? 
2S tomorrow Hasalibi to go-INCOM-IR=PF-Q 

‘Will you go to Hasalibi tomorrow?’ 
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 38) Yaleye a he²e² mapoo mo²so² dia taka-l-ai=go-na. 
Yale.PRA moon other on house new build-INCOM-IR-DIST=WTNS 

‘Yale will build a new house next month [a witness told me so].’ 

 39) Hamamee a² hamapoo see sibi-l-ei=go! 
later 1S here.LOC again come-INCOM-IR=DIST 

‘I will come here again later!’ (shouted to distal addressee) 
 
 
Negated Future (-l-ai/ei-m-e) Future events are negated by affixing –me ‘ATEL.NEG’ after the Future affix –

lai/-lei. 
-l-ai/ei-m-e* ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-bu ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-yo* ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-Q’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-yo-bu ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-Q-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-go ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-DIST’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-go-bu ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-DIST-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-go-na ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-DIST-WTNS’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-go-na-bu ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-go-na-la ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-l-ai/ei=m-e-go-na-la-bu ‘INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 40) Godigi ho²wo² siboga, a² tou ta-l-ai=m-e. 
tomorrow water come.COND 1S work take-INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG 

‘If it rains tomorrow, I will not work.’ 

 41) No² wo talame di-l-ei=m-e-yo-bu. 
2S sago get.PURP go-INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-Q-QUOT 

‘[He asked] “Won’t you go get sago?”’ 

 42) Sadee toowa mapoo iba koosaiye pou-l-ei=m-e-go-na-la? 
week big on 1P song sing-INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-DIST-WTNS-Q 

‘[Did someone say] “We will not sing songs on Sunday”?’ 
 
 
Negated Past (-l-e²) To negate past events, the adverbial clitic =le² ‘INCOM.NEG’ is affixed to the final verb. 

=l-e²* ‘INCOM-NEG’ (past negative)  

=l-e²-bu ‘INCOM-NEG-QUOT’  

=l-e²-yo* ‘INCOM-NEG-Q’  

=l-e²-yo-bu ‘INCOM-NEG-Q-QUOT’  

=l-e²-go ‘INCOM-NEG-DIST’  

=l-e²-go-bu ‘INCOM-NEG-DIST-QUOT’  

=l-e²-go-na ‘INCOM-NEG-DIST-WTNS’  

=l-e²-go-na-bu ‘INCOM-NEG-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

=l-e²-go-na-la ‘INCOM-NEG-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

=l-e²-go-na-la-bu ‘INCOM-NEG-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

=l-e²-na* ‘INCOM-NEG-WTNS’  

=l-e²-na-bu ‘INCOM-NEG-WTNS-QUOT’  

=l-e²-na-la ‘INCOM-NEG-WTNS-Q’  

=l-e²-na-la-bu ‘INCOM-NEG-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 43) Diba seligi ne=l-e². 
3P sweet.potato eat=INCOM-NEG 

‘They did not eat sweet potatoes.’ 
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 44) Me²siya mo²so² kulodu gadi=l-e²-yo? 
thief house inside.LOC enter=INCOM-NEG-Q 

‘Didn’t the thief enter into the house?’ 

 45) Mo² homo² mapoo egeino, sa²so a² pe=l-e²-na. 
1S.POSS leg at see.ISQ death.adder.OB/A 1S bite=INCOM-NEG-WTNS 

‘Looking at my leg, [I saw that] the death adder had not bitten me.’ 
 
 
Past Progressive (-ma²-la²) & (-me-l-ee) To indicate that a past progressive action was personally witnessed by 

the speaker, the final verb is inflected with the affix –ma²la² ‘ATEL.INCOM.WTNS’. Otherwise, a past 
progressive action is expressed by inflecting the final verb with the affix –melee ‘ATEL.INCOM.PAST+R’. 
-ma²-l-a²* ‘ATEL-INCOM-WTNS’ (Past Progressive witnessed) 

-ma²-l-a²=bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-WTNS=QUOT’  

-ma²-l-a²=la* ‘ATEL-INCOM-WTNS=Q’  

-ma²-l-a²=la-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-WTNS=Q-QUOT’  

-me-l-ee ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST’ (past progressive) 

-me-l-ee=bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=QUOT’  

-me-l-ee=yo ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST-Q’  

-me-l-ee=yo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=Q-QUOT’  

-me-l-ee=so* ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=PF’  

-me-l-ee=so-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=PF-QUOT’  

-me-l-ee=so-mo* ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=PF-Q’  

-me-l-ee=so-mo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=PF-Q-QUOT’  

-me-l-ee=so-go ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=PF-DIST’  

-me-l-ee=so-go-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=PF-DIST-QUOT’  

-me-l-ee=go ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=DIST’  

-me-l-ee=go-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=DIST-QUOT’  

-me-l-ee=go-na ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=DIST-WTNS’  

-me-l-ee=go-na-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-me-l-ee=go-na-la ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-me-l-ee=go-na-la-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-PAST=DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 46) Eiyo yo² nei na²-ma²-l-a². 
yesterday 3S food eat-ATEL-INCOM-WTNS 

‘Yesterday he was eating food [and I saw him].’ 

 47) A± boloo toloso hogu-me-l-ee=so. 
1S ball take.PSQ run-ATEL-INCOM-PAS=PF 

‘I was running with the ball.’ 

 48) Daga Martin tia-me-l-ee=so-go-bu. 
before Martin sleep-ATEL-INCOM-PAST=PF-DIST-QUOT 

‘[He shouted that] Martin was sleeping earlier.’ 
 
 
Negated Past Progressive (-me=l-e²) To express a negated past progressive event, the final verb is inflected 

with the affix -mele² ‘ATEL.INCOM.NEG’. 
-me=l-e² ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG’  

-me=l-e²-bu ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-QUOT’  

-me=l-e²-yo ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-Q’  

-me=l-e²-yo-bu ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-Q-QUOT’  

-me=l-e²-go ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-DIST’  

-me=l-e²-go-bu ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-DIST-QUOT’  

-me=l-e²-go-na ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-DIST-WTNS’  
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-me=l-e²-go-na-bu ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-me=l-e²-go-na-la ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-me=l-e²-go-na-la-bu ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

-me=l-e²-na ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-WTNS’  

-me=l-e²-na-bu ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-WTNS-QUOT’  

-me=l-e²-na-la ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-WTNS-Q’  

-me=l-e²-na-la-bu ‘ATEL=INCOM-NEG-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 49) Bob wo na²-me=l-e², esino bibi na²melee. 
Bob sago eat-ATEL-=NCOM-NEG but taro eat.ATEL.INCOM.PAST+R 

‘Bob was not eating sago, but [he] was eating taro.’ 

 50) Ya²yo² da² kada-me=l-e²-na. 
3S.ACT cuscus carry-ATEL=INCOM-NEG-WTNS 

‘[I saw that] he was not carrying the cuscus.’ 

 51) Giso omapoo badebeisogo! Sibu-me=l-e²-go! 
man DEF.LOC stay.PAST+R.PF.DIST come-ATEL=INCOM-NEG-DIST 

‘The man stayed there! [He] wasn’t coming!’ (shouted) 
 
 
Habitual Progressive (-mi-l-i) To express a habitual progressive event, the final verb is inflected with the affix 

-mili ‘ATEL.INCOM.HAB’. 
-mi-l-i ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB’  

-mi-l-i=bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=yo ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=Q’  

-mi-l-i=yo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=Q-QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=go ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=DIST’  

-mi-l-i=go-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=DIST-QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=go-na ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=DIST-WTNS’  

-mi-l-i=go-na-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=go-na-la ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-mi-l-i=go-na-la-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=so ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF’  

-mi-l-i=so-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=so-mo ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-Q’  

-mi-l-i=so-mo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-Q-QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=so-go ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST’  

-mi-l-i=so-go-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=so-go-na ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS’  

-mi-l-i=so-go-na-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-mi-l-i=so-go-na-la ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-mi-l-i=so-go-na-la-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 52) Yosep Godeeye wiligi doloso badili oso 
Joseph God.PRA head do.PSQ stay.INCOM.HAB DEF.OB/A 

  sibilei omapoo ba-mi-l-i=so. 
come.INCOM.IR DEF.LOC wait.for-ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF. 

‘Joseph was habitually waiting for the coming of God’s ruling (kingdom) to there.’ 
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 53) Esino yo² sa²wo² dimili koodobile²ga see toowa 
but 3S blood go.ATEL.INCOM.HAB stop.PAST+R.NEG.COND again big  

  poloso, sa²wo² osee di-mi-l-i=so-go-na-bu. 
become.PSQ blood still go-ATEL-INCOM-HAB=PF-DIST-WTNS-QUOT 

‘[He said that the witness said] But when her blood [that] was going didn’t stop [it] again became 
big (worse), [and] the blood was still habitually going.’ 

 
 
Present Progressive (-mo-lo) To express a present progressive event, the final verb is inflected with the affix -

molo ‘ATEL.INCOM’. 
-mo-lo* ‘ATEL-INCOM’ (present progressive) 

-mo-lo=bu ‘ATEL-INCOM=QUOT’  

-mo-lo=lo* ‘ATEL-INCOM=Q’  

-mo-lo=lo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM=Q-QUOT’  

-mo-lo=so* ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS’  

-mo-lo=so-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-QUOT’  

-mo-lo=so-mo* ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-Q’  

-mo-lo=so-mo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-NVIS=Q-QUOT’  

-mo-lo=so-go ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-DIST’  

-mo-lo=so-go-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-DIST-QUOT’  

-mo-lo=so-go-na ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-DIST-WTNS’  

-mo-lo=so-go-na-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-mo-lo=so-go-na-la ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-mo-lo=so-go-na-la-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 54) To² na² ke! Niko tia-mo-lo. 
talk PROH speak.IMP Niko sleep-ATEL-INCOM 

‘Don’t speak! Niko is sleeping.’ 

 55) Yo² mo²so²poo tou to-mo-lo=so. 
3S house.LOC work hold-ATEL-INCOM=NVIS 

‘He is working at [his] house.’ 

 56) Diayo² wo na²-mo-lo=so-mo? 
3P.ACT sago eat-ATEL-INCOM=NVIS-Q 

‘Are they eating sago?’ 
 
 
Future Progressive (-ma-l-ai) To express a future progressive event, the final verb is inflected with the affix -
malai ‘ATEL.INCOM.IR’. 
-ma-l-ai* ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR’ (future progressive) 

-ma-l-ai=bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=QUOT’  

-ma-l-ai=yo* ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=Q’  

-ma-l-ai=yo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=Q-QUOT’  

-ma-l-ai=so* ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=PF’  

-ma-l-ai=so-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=PF-QUOT’  

-ma-l-ai=so-mo* ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=PF-Q’  

-ma-l-ai=so-mo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=PF-Q-QUOT’  

-ma-l-ai=so-go ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=PF-DIST’  

-ma-l-ai=so-go-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=PF=DIST-QUOT’  

-ma-l-ai=m-e ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG’  

-ma-l-ai=m-e-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-QUOT’  

-ma-l-ai=m-e-yo ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-Q’  

-ma-l-ai=m-e-yo-bu ‘ATEL-INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG-Q-QUOT’  
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 57) Giso godigi hau mapoo bia-ma-l-ai=so-mo? 
man tomorrow veranda on sit-ATEL-INCOM-IR=PF-Q 

‘Will the man be sitting on the veranda tomorrow?’ 

 58) A± gesikolodee hoguleiso, esiga nei na²-ma-l-ai=me. 
1S morning.EMPH run.INCOM.IR.PF therefore food eat-ATEL-INCOM-IR=ATEL-NEG 

‘I will run early [in the] morning, therefore [I] will not be eating food.’ 
 
 
Witnessed (-na) To indicate that a past action was personally witnessed by the speaker, the simple past form of 

a verb is followed by complementiser enclitic =na ‘WTNS’. 

=na* ‘WTNS’  

=na-bu* ‘WTNS-QUOT’  

=-na-la ‘WTNS-Q’  

=na-la-bu ‘WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 59) Epei malaya hamapoo simi=na. 
today airplane here.LOC come.PAST+R-WTNS 

‘The airplane came today [I saw it].’ 
 
 
Inverse (-a²/-wa²) Odoodee final verbs exhibit an inverse affix (-a² / -wa²). This affix is used when the subject-
topic of the final clause is different from that of the preceding clause. 
-a²/wa²* ‘INV’ (inverse)  

-a²/wa²=bu ‘INV=QUOT’  

-a²/wa²=la ‘INV=Q’  

-a²/wa²=la-bu ‘INV=Q-QUOT’  

 60) A± hamapoo badebeeno, Martin di-a². 
1S here.LOC stay.ISQ Martin go-INV 

‘As I was staying here, Martin went.’ 

 61) Pasta mubi dokodoo badebeeno, Yale polo-wa²=la? 
pastor mountain on.top stay.ISQ Yale go.up-INV-Q 

‘As the pastor was staying on top of the mountain, did Yale go up?’ 
 
 
Predicate Focus (-so) In a typical sentence, the predicate is in focus, i.e. the predicate contains the most new 
information within the proposition. This is the case even if a constituent has been fronted for emphasis. 
Sentence final verbs are modified  with the adverbial enclitic =so ‘predicate focus’ provided that the action has 
not been mentioned in a previous clause. The predicate focus clitic can be affixed to verbs that have been 
inflected with the following final verb inflections: habitual, progressive, future, realis, and realis past. 
=so* ‘PF’ (predicate focus)  

=so-bu ‘PF-QUOT’  

=so-mo* ‘PF-Q’  

=so-mo-bu ‘PF-Q-QUOT’  

=so-go ‘PF-DIST’  

=so-go-bu ‘PF-DIST-QUOT’  

=so-go-na ‘PF-DIST-WTNS’  

=so-go-na-bu ‘PF-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

=so-go-na-la ‘PF-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

=so-go-na-la-bu ‘PF-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 62) A± bi susuga olo ogo=so. 
1S thing all already see=PF 

‘I already see everything.’ 
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 63) Yo² epedee omapoo Kudule mapoo soowoo=so-mo? 
3S now DEF.LOC Kudule to go.across=PF-Q 

‘Is he going across to Kudule just now?’ 
 
 
Realis Past (-i) To indicate that an event occurred in the past, the final verb is inflected with the affix –i 
‘PAST+Realis’. Due to morphophonemic changes, the verb root often changes with this affixation, and in many 
instances the –i is elided (see Morphophonemics 2.2, Rule 9: Final front vowel loss). 
-i* ‘PAST+R’  

-i=bu ‘PAST+R=QUOT’  

-i=yo ‘PAST+R=Q’  

-i=yo-bu ‘PAST+R=Q-QUOT’  

-i=go ‘PAST+R=DIST’  

-i=go-bu ‘PAST+R=DIST-QUOT’  

-i=go-na ‘PAST+R=DIST-WTNS’  

-i=go-na-bu ‘PAST+R=DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-i=go-na-la ‘PAST+R=DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-i=go-na-la-bu ‘PAST+R=DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

-i=so* ‘PAST+R=PF’  

-i=so-bu ‘PAST+R=PF-QUOT’  

-i=so-mo* ‘PAST+R=PF-Q’  

-i=so-mo-bu ‘PAST+R=PF-Q-QUOT’  

-i=so-go ‘PAST+R=PF-DIST’  

-i=so-go-bu ‘PAST+R=PF-DIST-QUOT’  

-i=so-go-na ‘PAST+R=PF-DIST-WTNS’  

-i=so-go-na-bu ‘PAST+R=PF-DIST-WTNS-QUOT’  

-i=so-go-na-la ‘PAST+R=PF-DIST-WTNS-Q’  

-i=so-go-na-la-bu ‘PAST+R=PF-DIST-WTNS-Q-QUOT’  

 64) A±yo² Martin ege-i=so. Eiyo ege-i. 
1S.ACT Martin see-PAST+R=PF yesterday see-PAST+R 

‘I saw Martin. [I] saw [him] yesterday.’ 

 65) Yaleye dimapoo nei olo tenee=so-go-na. 
Yale.PRA 3P.LOC food already give.PAST+R=PF-DIST-WTNS 

‘[The witness said that] Yale already gave the food to them.’ 

3.1.1.3 Compound Verb Stems 

Compound verb stems consists of a verb root followed by the pro-verb doo ‘do’. It is used as a helping verb 
with a limited number of verbs (less than 20 have been observed so far) (e.g. know, tie, finish, meet, touch) 
Typically the pro-verb is phonologically bound to the preceding event word, however sometimes it is written as 
a free-form for the convenience of breaking up long words. The event words which precede doo are analyzed as 
verbs since they behave like verbs in other instances (compare exs. (66) and (67), and see ex. (70),). The pro-
verb doo can be affixed with both medial and final verb inflections.  

 66) Odoo paigiga mapoo dibada deeso sigo-da-ga, 
person sick.P on 3P.POSS hand.OB/A touch-do-COND  

  susuga weidoo da-laiso. 
all finish do-INCOM.IR.PF 

‘When [they] touch sick people with their hands, all [the sicknesses] will finish.’ 

 67) Na²yo² di hune na² sige. 
2S.ACT fish rotten PROH touch. 

‘Don’t you touch the rotten fish.’ 
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 68) ..miªyomoo tomeile²so, dugoso tia-doo=so. 
ground.LOC take.down.PSQ cloth.OB/A tie.up-do=PF 

‘…after taking [him] down onto the ground, [he] tied [him] up with cloth. ’ 

 69) A±yo² sibilei beeame niba goolee-de=le². 
1S.ACT come.INCOM.IR day 2P know-do=NEG 

‘You do not know the day I will come.’ 

 70) ..wagiso kulodu saga²so. Wagiso saga²-do-loso... 
ax.OB/A inside carve.PAST+R.PF ax.OB/A carve-do-PSQ 

‘…[I] carved [out] the inside. Having carved [it] with an ax…’ 

The pro-verb doo has also been observed occurring in conjuction with nouns and verb phrases. 

 71) Yu de=le² poogoo sobo hedepe 
Jew do=NEG leave woman one 

‘One woman [who] was not a Jew’ 

 72) Gesi hamapoo kolokoloso taka bakadio de-le²-ga... 
night here.LOC chicken.OB/A speak.PAST+R two do-NEG-COND 

‘This night when the chicken has not crowed two [times],…’ 

 73) No² a²bolo wiligi do-loso badalame mo² dee deedee dokolo bie. 
2S 1S.ACMP head do-PSQ stay.PURP 1S.POSS hand right beside sit.IMP 

‘Sit beside my right hand so that you will stay ruling with me.’ 

 

3.1.2 Tense, Aspect, Mood and Evidentiality  (TAME) in Medial and Final Verbs  
 

3.1.2.1 Temporal Reference 

The Odoodee language exhibits a realis/irrealis distinction in the verbal system, with realis being unmarked. 

Past event: To indicate that an event occurred in the past, the final verb is inflected with the affix –i- 
‘PAST-Realis’. Due to morphophonemic changes, the verb root often changes with this affixation, and in many 
instances the –i is elided (see Morphophonemics 2.2, Rule 9: Final front vowel loss). In verbs that the –i is 
elided, the only way to know that the event is past is if there is a past temporal adverb in the clause or has been 
mentioned previously (compare exs.(75) and (77). 

 74) A±yo² Martin ege-i-=so. Eiyo ege-i-. 
1S.ACT Martin see-PAST-R=PF yesterday see-PAST-R 

‘I saw Martin. [I] saw [him] yesterday.’ 

 75) Iba gesi mapoo tia=so. Medee tia. 
1P night at sleep.PAST+R=PF well sleep.PAST+R 

‘We slept at night. [We] slept well.’ 

Present event/state: To refer to present events or states, the final verb is in its unmarked basic form and is 
not inflected further, but rather could be said to be morphophologically unmarked ( ‘Realis’). 

 76) A± bi susuga medee ogo-. 
1S thing all well see-R 

‘I see everything well.’ 

 77) Niko tia-. 
Niko sleep-R 

‘Niko sleeps / is asleep.’ 

Future event: To refer to future events,  –l-ai/ei ‘INCOM-IR’ is affixed to the final verb. The usage of –lai 
or –lei is determined by vowel harmony. Verbs ending with a +close vowel (i.e. <i> or <u>) would take the –lei 
affix, while verbs ending with a –close vowel would take the –lai affix. 
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 78) Yo² hamapoo bada-l-ai. 
3S here.LOC stay-INCOM-IR 

‘He will stay here.’ 

 79) Sobo di-l-ei. 
woman go-INCOM-IR 

‘The woman will go.’ 

3.1.2.2 Aspect 

3.1.2.2.1 Habitual Aspect 

Habitual expresses that which is usual.  It is indicated by the final verb affix -li (-l ‘INCOM’ + -i ‘HAB’) 
used with the unmarked form of the verb. It may be used to refer to events that someone habitually did in the 
past or to refer to events that usually or normally happen.   

 80) Todu bagago-loso, o teke-l-i=so. 
bush.rope wrap-PSQ string.bag build-INCOM-HAB=PF 

‘After wrapping the bush rope, [we] would make the string bag.’ 

 81) A± beeame susuga gimo di-l-i=so. 
1S day all hunt.ATEL go-INCOM-HAB=PF 

‘I go hunting every day.’ 

3.1.2.2.2 Progressive Aspect 

The progressive aspect expresses a state of affairs that is going on and has not yet reached a clear endpoint.  
It frequently occurs in a two clause construction in which the verb of the first clause is in its basic form and 
inflected with the medial verb affix -mo ‘ATEL’ (atelic).  This in turn is followed by a motion verb, such as du 

‘go’ or sibo ‘come’. This motion verb can exhibit any tense, aspect or mood. 

 82) ...mo²busomo dobu-du omou esia-mo di=so. 
by.myself jungle.LOC post seek-ATEL go.PAST+R=PF 

‘…[I] went by myself to the jungle seeking (looking for) posts.’ 

 83) A-baga miª ogo-mo simi-no... 
there-from ground see-ATEL come.PAST+R-ISQ 

‘As [they] were coming from there seeing the land...’ 

There is also a second way of indicating present progressiveness. The final verb (either in a clause or 
sentence) or the second verb in a serial clause construction, is marked with the final verb affix -molo (-mo 

‘ATEL’ + -lo ‘INCOM’). 

 84) No² só gi-mo du-mo-lo. 
2S bird hunt-ATEL go-ATEL-INCOM 

‘You are going hunting birds.’ 

 85) Yo² ho²wo² na²-mo-lo. 
3S water drink-ATEL-INCOM 

‘He is drinking water.’ 

3.1.2.2.3 Immediate Sequence Aspect 

The Immediate Sequence construction has only been observed in texts expressing past events. The two 
clauses can have either same or different subjects. The verb in the first clause is in the past tense form and takes 
the medial verb affix -no ‘ISQ’. This construction can express an immediate sequence of events, where the 
events simply occur one right after the other. This construction can also express a durative aspectual meaning, 
indicating that an event continues on for a relatively extended period of time before something else happens. 
The translation of this kind of construction is often ‘doing something for a while and then...’ or ‘doing 
something until...’. 

 86) A± hamapoo badebee-no, pasta Wa:go mo² mo²so²poo siba². 
1S here.LOC stay-ISQ pastor Wa:go 1S.POSS house.LOC come.INV 

‘As I was staying here, Pastor Wa:go came to my house.’ 
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 87) Hoguo pala-no, hoguo pala-no, hoguo pala-no... 
run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ 

‘[It] continued running up until,...’ 

3.1.2.3 Mood 

3.1.2.3.1 Imperative 

On the final verb, the imperative form is recognized by the final vowel(s) having been fronted from the 
vowel in its unmarked basic form.  another way of phrasing this is that the imperative morpheme consists of just 
the distinctive feature [+front], which attaches to the preceding verb stem  and spreads onto its vowels. 
Imperative verb forms  always have an implied second person subject.  If an overt Subject pronoun occurs 
together with the verb, greater politeness is indicated. Without the overt pronoun, the command is stronger. 

Final vowel(s) change Verb: Unmarked basic form Verb: Fronted 

u  i du ‘goes’ di ‘go (IMP)’ 

o  e sibo ‘comes’ sibe ‘come (IMP)’ 

oo  ee takoo ‘says’ takee ‘say/speak (IMP)’ 

ou  ei mou ‘goes down’ mei ‘go down (IMP)’ 

a  e ba ‘waits.for’ be ‘wait.for (IMP)’ 

i  i pidi ‘helps’ pidi ‘help (IMP)’ 

 

 88) Yo² du. 
3S go 

‘He goes.’ 

 89) No² di. 
2S go.IMP 

‘You go.’ 

 90) Di. 
go.IMP 

‘[You] go!’ 

 91) Yo² mo²so² toko. 
3S house build. 

‘He builds a house.’ 

 92) Niba mo²so² teke. 
2P house build.IMP 

‘You build a house.’ 

3.1.2.3.2 Prohibitive 

Prohibitive is indicated by the addition of the modal adverb na²  preceding the verb phrase, in conjunction 
with a verb in  the imperative form.  It cooccurs with a second person or a first person plural subject (see also 
ex. (97)). 

 93) Na² di. 
PROH go.IMP 

‘Don’t go.’ 

 94) No² sibo-ga, na² saga hoge. 
2S come-when PROH quickly run.IMP 

‘When you come, don’t run quickly.’ 
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3.1.2.3.3 Hortative 

Hortative is expressed by adding the complementiser enclitic=mo ‘HORT (hortative)’ after the final verb.  
Use of this enclitic indicates that the action should happen immediately, ‘let’s ... right now’.  Hortative verbs can 
cooccur with first person plural subject pronouns, but the pronoun is not required.  It is possible for hortative 
inflection to cooccur with the prohibitive adverb na².  The hortative suffix occurs on the basic form of the verb 
(i.e. the form with more backed vowels) rather than the imperative form, compare ex. (92) and (96). 

 95) Polo=mo. 
go.up=HORT 

‘Let’s go up [just now].’ 

 96) Iba mo²so² toko=mo. 
1P house build=HORT 

‘Let’s build a house.’ 

 97) Iba na² du=mo. 
1P PROH go=HORT 

‘Let’s not go.’ 

A ‘delayed’ hortative can be indicated by a construction using the medial verb affix –lame (-l ‘INCOM’ + 
-a ‘IR’ + –me ‘DS/CAUS’).  This construction is used to express a hortative when the contemplated action 

should take place at some later point in time). (Note: Another function of –lame is to indicate purpose). Notice 
that this suffix takes a different form (future) of the verb root (compare ex. (96) and (98)). 

 98) Iba godigi mo²so² taka-l-a-me. 
1P tomorrow house build-INCOM-IR-DS/CAUS 

‘Let’s build a house tomorrow.’ 

3.1.2.3.4 Second Person Obligative  

A second function of the enclitic =ye ‘distal addressee’ when it occurs on the imperative form of a final 
verb is to express obligation.  If it occurs with a second person subject in a softly pronounced utterance, it seems 
to have the meaning of a polite ‘must’ (ex. (99)). Normally, the distal addressee suffix is used when someone is 
shouting a command to another person who is not close by, but is far enough away that he cannot hear normal 
conversation. It is also affixed to imperatives in written letters. In both these cases, the command carries the 
same weight as a normal imperative (ex. (100)). However, when the command is shouted or said strongly with 
the =ye suffix to a person close by, a second person pronoun is not used, and the command is a very strong 
‘must’ (stronger than the normal imperative) (compare ex. (90) and (101)). 

 99) No² badobee-ye, a² duso. 
2S stay.IMP-DIST 1S go.PF 

‘You must stay, I’m going.’ 

 100) No² sibe=ye! 
2S come.IMP-DIST 

‘You come!’ 

 101) Bie=ye! 
sit.IMP-DIST 

‘[You] must sit down!!’ 

3.1.2.4 Evidentiality 

The evidentiality complementisers in the language indicate how the speaker acquired his/her knowledge of 
the event. They follow the final verb/word in the clause. 

1. To indicate that an action is presently being witnessed by the speaker, a final verb that has already been 
affixed with –molo ‘ATEL.INCOM’ (used to indicate a present progressive action) is used with no further  
affixation  
(=). 
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 102) Yo² kakomee soko-molo=. 
3S corn plant-ATEL.INCOM= 

‘He is planting corn [and I see it].’ 

 

2. To indicate that a present progressive action is reported (by someone in general) and is not visible by the 
speaker, the final verb that has already been affixed with –molo ‘ATEL.INCOM’ is inflected with the 

complementiser enclitic =so ‘NVIS (not visible)’. 

 103) Diba bibi na²-molo=so. 
3P taro eat-ATEL.INCOM=NVIS 

‘They are eating taro [reportedly so].’ 

 

3. To indicate that a past action was personally witnessed by the speaker, the simple past form of a verb is 
followed by the enclitic=na ‘WTNS’. For non-verbal clauses, the final word in the clause is marked with the 
same affix. 

 104) Yo² simi=na. 
3S come.PAST+R=WTNS 

‘He came [and I saw him].’ 

 105) Sitowa mapoo bi me=na. 
store at thing NEG=WTNS 

‘There is nothing in the store [I saw it].’ 

 

4. To indicate that a past progressive action was personally witnessed by the speaker, the final verb is 
inflected with the affix –ma²la²1 ‘ATEL.INCOM+WTNS’. 

 106) Eiyo yo² nei na²-ma²la². 
yesterday 3S food eat-ATEL.INCOM.WTNS 

‘Yesterday he was eating food [and I saw him].’ 

 

5. To report what someone else witnessed, and that witness is not present at the time, a final verb is 
followed by the complementiser sequence =go-na ‘DIST-WTNS’ (reported). For non-verbal clauses, the final 
word in the clause is marked with the same affix. 

 107) Yo² godigi sibilei=go-na. 
3S tomorrow come.FUT=DIST-WTNS 

‘He will come tomorrow [the witness told me so].’ 

 108) Bob wo na²ma²la²=go-na. 
Bob sago eat.ATEL.INCOM=DIST-WTNS 

‘Bob was eating sago [the witness told me].’ 

 109) Ya²yo² enelibi ini toowa=go-na. 
3S.ACT crocodile shoot.PAST+R big=DIST-WTNS 

‘The crocodile he shot was big [the witness told me so].’ 

 

6. To indicate that the speaker is quoting what someone else said, the last word of a sentence is followed by 
the complementiser enclitic=bu ‘QUOT’. 

 110) Yeseye egeesee takaso=bu, “... 
Jesus.PRA it.like say.PAST+R.PF=QUOT 

‘Jesus said this, “…(e.g. speaker translating what pastor said in another language).’ 

                                                           
1  -ma²la²  is also used for indicating first person present progressive 
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 111) Solu me=bu! 
salt NEG=QUOT 

‘[There is] no salt [they said so!]’ 

 

3.1.3 Number 

In the spoken language, number is not obligatorily indicated on verbs. In the written language, however, it 
seems that the people are more careful about marking number. Number is marked on intransitive verbs when a 
group is doing something together. It is also marked on transitive verbs when the direct object is plural. The fact 
that the same suffix is used to index plural number for ‘absolutives’ (i.e. intransitive subjects and transitive 
objects) indicates that this area of the syntax operates along ergative-absolutive lines. 

There are four classes of verbs based on which plural suffix is taken. One class is semantically motivated: 
verbs expressing some sort of motion, which take the suffix –dee ~ -da2. The remaining three classes seem to 

be arbitrary. One takes –ga, one takes –sa, and the third has no overt plural suffix. In addition, many of the verb 
stems exhibit suppletive plural forms. (examples: 5 each, sing. & plural, for each class.)Examples contrasting 
the use of –dee ~ -da 

 112) Yo² sibo. 
3S come 

‘He comes.’ 

  Diba siba-dee. 
3P come-P 

‘They come (in a group).’ 

 113) A± di=so. 
1S go=PF 

‘I went.’ 

  Diba dia-dee=so. 
3P go-P=PF 

‘They went.’ 

 114) Sobo di-lei=so. 
woman go-FUT=PF 

‘The woman will go.’ 

  Sobo abo dia-da-lai=so. 
woman some go-P-FUT=PF 

‘Some women will go.’ 

 115) Yo² mo²so²poo soowa=so. 
3S house.LOC go.across.PAST+R=PF 

‘He went across to the house.’ 

  Iba susuga Kamula kona omapoo soowa-dee=so. 
3P all Kamula corner DEF.LOC go.across.PAST+R-P=PF 

‘We all went across to Kamula corner.’ 

 116) No² kaiya tosimi=so-mo? 
2S knife bring.PAST+R=PF-Q 

‘Did you bring a knife?’ 

  Diba kaiya abo tosiba-dee=so-mo? 
3P knife some bring.PAST+R-P=PF-Q 

‘Did they bring some knives?’ 

Examples contrasting the use of –ga 

                                                           
2 The variation is morphophonemically conditioned. The –da form  mainly occurs in future tense, while the –dee form 

occurs elsewhere. 
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 117) Yo² hedi=so. 
3S paint=PF 

‘He painted.’ 

  Diba hedi-ga=so. 
3P paint.PAST-P=PF 

‘They painted (as a group).’ 

 118) Diba mo²so² teke-lai=so. 
3P house build-FUT=PF 

‘They will built a house.’ 

  Diba mo²so² bakadio teke-ga-lai=so. 
3P house two build-P-FUT=PF 

‘They will built two houses.’ 

 119) A± booka hedepe moodoo=so. 
1S book one make.PAST+R=PF 

‘I made one book.’ 

  A± booka deetiadoo moodoo-ga=so. 
1S book five make.PAST+R-P=PF 

‘I made five books.’ 

 120) Sobo hopoo-molo. 
woman dance-ATEL.INCOM 

‘The woman is dancing.’ 

  Sobo abo hopoo-ga-molo. 
woman some dance-P-ATEL.INCOM 

‘Some women are dancing.’ 

 121) So awo²o²-molo. 
dog howl-ATEL.INCOM 

‘The dog is howling.’ 

  So abo awo²o²-ga-molo. 
dog some howl-P-ATEL.INCOM 

‘Some dogs are howling.’ 

Examples contrasting the use of –sa 

 122) Yo² tia-molo. 
3S sleep-ATEL.INCOM 

‘He is sleeping.’ 

  Odoo abo tie-sa-molo. 
person some sleep-P-ATEL.INCOM 

‘Some people are sleeping (in a group).’ 

 123) Gisoho²lo² boloo togobu-lei=so. 
boy ball throw-FUT=PF 

‘The boy will throw a/the ball.’ 

  Gisoho²lo² boloo bakadio togobi-sa-lai=so. 
boy ball two throw-P-FUT=PF 

‘The boy will throw two balls.’ 

 124) Yo² eli domopoo tobudo. 
3S road middle.LOC stand 

‘He stands in the middle of the road.’ 
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  Diba eli domopoo tebi-sa². 
3P road middle.LOC stand-P 

‘They stand in the middle of the road.’ 

 125) Godigi soboho²lo² ho²wo² ke²e²-lai=so. 
tomorrow girl water fetch-FUT=PF  

‘Tomorrow the girl will fetch water.’ 

  Holaiso ho²wo² ke-se²-lai=so. 
children water fetch-P-FUT=PF 

‘The children will fetch water.’ 

Examples of forms that do not exhibit plural marking 

 126) A± só hedepe egei=so. 
1S bird one see.PAST+R=PF 

‘I saw one bird.’ 

  Diba só abo egei-=so. 
3P bird some see.PAST+R-=PF 

‘They saw some birds.’ 

 127) Ya²yo² kabee a²mapoo tene-lai=so. 
3S.ACT axe 1S.LOC give-FUT=PF 

‘He will give the axe to me.’ 

  Diayo² kabee bakadio a²mapoo tene--la=so. 
3P.ACT axe two 1S.LOC give--FUT=PF 

‘They will give two axes to me.’ 

 128) Odoo goomoga=so. 
person happy.PAST+R=PF 

‘The person was happy.’ 

  Odoo susuga goomoga-=so. 
person all happy.PAST+R-=PF 

‘All the people were happy.’ 

 129) Eligili odoo booka hesiga-molo. 
teach.HAB person book read-ATEL.INCOM 

‘The teacher is reading the book.’ 

  Odoo abo booka bei hesiga--molo. 
person some book many read--ATEL.INCOM 

‘Some people are reading many books.’ 

 130) Ya²yo² sobo mapoo booka hesigalame eligi=so. 
3S.ACT woman LOC book read.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS teach.PAST+R=PF 

‘He taught the woman to read a book.’ 

 

  Diayo² sobo abo mapoo booka abo 
3P.ACT woman some LOC book some 

hesigalame eligi-=so. 
read.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS teach.PAST+R-=PF 

‘They taught some women to read some books.’ 

3.2 Nouns 
Nouns constitute an open class of words that function to encode arguments in predications. When they 

encode arguments filling a core role in the clause, they occur in their bare form. When they encode arguments 
filling an oblique role in the clause, they are governed by postpositional enclitics. These enclitics are described 
under the nominal phrase as that is the level they are functioning on. Nouns function as the heads of nominal 
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phrases. Nouns denoting some body parts are used in the traditional numerical system (see 3.5.1.1.1 Traditional 
Numbers). 

 

 131) Yo² kaiya-so obu ko²o²=so. 
3S knife-OB/A grass cut.PAST+R=PF 

‘He/she cut the grass with a knife.’ 

 132) Yo² dobu-du diso. 
3S jungle-LOC go.PAST+R.PF 

‘He went to the jungle.’ 

 133) Da²-so so mapoo taka,... 
cuscus-OB/A dog to say.PAST+R 

‘The cuscus said to the dog,…’ 

 134) Yale-ye booka Martin mapoo tenelaiso. 
Yale-PRA book Martin to give.FUT.PF 

‘Yale will give a/the book to Martin.’ 

3.2.1 Plural Nouns 

Plurality is not marked inflectionally on the noun, and it is not necessarily indicated anywhere in a clause.  
For human nouns, plurality is often overtly expressed by the use of an overt, non-singular quantifier, such as 
susuga ‘all’, or abo ‘some’, or a numeral following the noun.  The word ho²lo² ‘child’ has a special form for 
group plural holaiso ‘a group of children/youth’.  (Note in some examples below, the verb does not have the 
plural suffix. It is optional, especially in spoken language, but preferred in important written texts (e.g. Bible).) 
However, plurality needs to be marked in some way (particularly in writing), either on the verb, attributive noun 
or have a quantifier. Often in spoken language, the context will clarify if the argument is plural or singular. 

 135) Odoo susuga ga²la² to-loso simi=so. 
person all animal get-PSQ come.PAST+R=PF 

‘After all the people got the animals, they came.’ 

 136) Sobo abo homolee di=so. 
woman some garden go.PAST+R=PF 

‘Some women went to the garden.’ 

 137) Mo² be doo be-pe² bakadio hedepe-di soomagoo=so. 
1S.POSS pig female pig-small two one-NUMR give.birth.PAST+R=PF 

‘My sow bore three piglets.’ 

 138) Eseme holaiso Yesu mapoo simi=so. 
so.then children Jesus LOC come.PAST+R=PF 

‘So then the children came to Jesus.’ 

3.2.2 Attributive Nouns 

Attributive nouns are a sub-class of nouns that semantically express properties and typically function as 
modifiers in the nominal phrase. The attributive nouns may optionally take a limited variety of enclitics. Listed 
below are some common attributive nouns: 

toowa ‘big’ kalawa ‘hard’ 

pe²poko ‘small’ sage ‘tall’ 

dia ‘new’ deiyepo² ‘short’ 

nape ‘old’ tekepo ‘good’ 

tokenee ‘bad’ dasege² ‘black’ 

 139) Hagee mo²so² toowa. 
this house big 

‘This is a big house.’ 
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 140) A± odoo sage. 
1S person tall 

‘I am a tall person.’ 

 141) Yo² gisoho²lo² tokenee. 
3S boy bad 

‘He is a bad boy.’ 

 142) Kee só dasege². 
that bird black 

‘That is a black bird.’ 

 143) Só kee dasege². 
bird that black 

‘That bird is black.’ 

3.2.2.1 Morphosyntactic characteristics of attributive nouns 

Attributive nouns exhibit many of the same properties as other nouns. In particular, they can function in 
isolation as the head of a noun phrase. However, they are limited as to what enclitics they can take.  

They can take the enclitic –doo ‘EMPH’ just like regular nouns can. 

 144) Odoo hagee toowa-doo. 
person this big-EMPH 

‘This person is really big.’ 

When they function as predicates, they are negated with the enclitic –nee ‘NEG’. 

 145) Hagee tekepo-nee. 
this good-NEG 

‘This is not good.’ 

They can take the enclitic –so ‘OB/A’. 

 146) beeame he²e²-so 
day next/another-OB/A 

‘on the next day’ 

They can function in isolation as the head of a noun phrase. 

 147) Toowa a²ma tenee. 
big 1S.LOC give.IMP 

‘Give me the big [one].’ 

 

3.2.2.2 Comparative Notions 

Comparative and superlative notions are generally expressed by a construction in which an attributive noun 
is modified by a degree adverb, or by placing the adverb masiª ‘somewhat’ following the attributive noun it 
modifies. 

 148) Ó± mo²so² toowa, esino ibada mo²so² dia toowa. 
3S.POSS house big but 1P.POSS house very big 

‘His house is big, but our house is very big (bigger).’ 

 149) Yo² odoo sage masiª, no² odoo sage, esino a² dia sage. 
3S person long somewhat 2S person long but 1S very long 

‘He is a somewhat tall person, you are a tall(er) person, but I am very tall (tallest).’ 
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3.2.3 Traces of Inalienable Possession 

There is no productive difference between alienable and inalienable possession except for a historic trace in 
a few kinship words.  In the examples below, I try to show the difference between the regular possessive 
pronouns (as shown in the left column using mo²so² ‘house’) and what form is used for these kinship terms.  

 

 house father mother child 

1S.POSS mo²        mo²so²
1S.POSS  house 
‘my house’ 

mo²        ma² 
1S.POSS  father 
‘my father’ 

mo²       wee
1S.POSS  mother 
‘my mother’ 

mo²         wo²lo² 
1S.POSS   child 
‘my child’ 

2S.POSS ne²e²        mo²so²
2S.POSS  house 
‘your house’ 

nama² 
2S.father 
‘your father’ 

no²o²-wee
2S-mother 
‘your mother’ 

no² wo²lo² 
2S  child 
‘your child’ 

3S.POSS o²            mo²so² 
3S.POSS   house 
‘his/her house’ 

ama² 
3S.POSS.father 
‘his/her father’ 

(o²)          o²-wee 
3S.POSS 3S.POSS-mother 
‘his/her mother’ 

(o²)          o²-wo²lo² 
3S.POSS 3S.POSS-child 
‘his/her child’ 

1P.POSS ibada     mo²so² 
1P.POSS  house 
‘our house’ 

ibada     ama² 
1P.POSS  3S.POSS.father 
‘our father’ 

ibada    o²-wee
1P.POSS 3S.POSS-mother 
‘our mother’ 

ibada     o²-wo²lo²  
1P.POSS 3S.POSS-child 
‘our child’ 

2P.POSS nibada    mo²so²
2P.POSS  house 
‘your (pl) house’ 

nibada     ama²
2P.POSS   3S.POSS.father 
‘your (pl) father’ 

nibada   o²-wee
2P.POSS  3S.POSS-mother 
‘your (pl) mother’

nibada   o²-wo²lo² 
2P.POSS  3S.POSS-child 
‘your (pl) child’ 

3P.POSS dibada    mo²so²
3P.POSS  house 
‘their house’ 

dibada     ama²
3P.POSS   3S.POSS.father 
‘their father’ 

dibada    o²-wee
3P.POSS   3S.POSS-mother 
‘their mother’

dibada     o²-wo²lo²
3P.POSS     3S.POSS-child 
‘their child’ 

In the table above, in the row for 3S.POSS, it seems that the first ‘3S.POSS’ is optional for ‘mother’ and 
‘child’. 

 150) Mo² wee nei silame mo²so²poo diso. 
1S.POSS mother food cook.PURP house.LOC go.PAST+R.PF 

‘My mother went to the house to cook food.’ 

 151) No²o²wee no² esiamolo. 
2S.mother 2S search.ATEL.INCOM 

‘Your mother is looking for you.’ 

 152) Sobo o²wo²lo² diªo² seligi na²laiso. 
woman 3S.POSS.child and sweet.potato eat.FUT.PF 

‘The woman and her child will eat sweet potatoes.’ 

 153) Ibada ama² Godeeye iba pidileiso. 
1P.POSS 3S.POSS.father God.PRA 1P bless.FUT.PF 

‘Our Father God will bless us.’ 

 154) Nibada o²wo²lo² wo ne²so. 
2P.POSS 3S.POSS.child sago eat.PAST+R.PF 

‘Your (pl) child ate sago.’ 

 155) Asuwe hagee Martin diªo² Bruce diªo² dibada ama². 
Asuwe this Martin and Bruce and 3P.POSS 3S.POSS.father 

‘This Asuwe is Martin and Bruce’s father.’ 

 

3.3 Pronouns 
Pronouns constitute a closed class of words that may function as substitutes for nouns or be governed by 

postpositional enclitics. The current pronominal system is quasi-ergative, with the basic series corresponding to 
absolutive and the emphatic-actor series corresponding to ergative. However, since the basic series can also be 
used for some transitive actors (when they are not particularly emphasized), the system is no longer a pure 
ergative-absolutive system. Therefore the terms basic and emphatic-actor are used here rather than absolutive 
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and ergative. The basic pronominal forms can function as either subject or object. Many of the pronouns are 
formed by combining a person and number formatives with some other suffix that indicates their syntactic 
function. These formatives include: 1) –yo² ‘emphatic actor’, 2) –ba ‘plural’, 3) -da ‘genitive plural’, 4) n 
‘second person’, 5) di ‘third person plural’, and 6) i ‘first person plural’.  There are restrictions as to modifiers 
that can occur with a pronoun: they cannot be modified by attributive nouns, and only the plural forms may 
cooccur with abo ‘some’ or susuga ‘all’. 

 

3.3.1 Basic Pronouns 

 

Person Singular Plural 

1 a² iba 

2 no² niba 

3 (human) ‘he’/’she’ yo² diba 

3 (non-human) ‘it’ egee  

 156) Iba só hedepe egei=so. 
1P bird one see.PAST+R=PF 

‘We saw one bird.’ 

 157) No² ho²wo² a²-mapoo tosibe. 
2S water 1S-LOC bring.IMP 

‘You bring some water to me.’ 

 158) Sobo yo² bibi ne²=so. 
woman 3S taro eat.PAST+R=PF 

‘The woman she ate taro.’ 

 159) Eseme iba susuga Kamula kona o-mapoo soowa=so. 
so.then 1P all Kamula corner DEF-LOC go.across.PAST+R=PF 

‘So then we all went across to Kamula corner.’ 

3.3.2  Emphatic Actor Pronouns 

Emphatic actor pronouns are used:  (1) to specify the ‘actor’ in clauses where there is possible ambiguity as 
to which participant is the agent, and (2) to add emphasis with obligatory imperatives, questions, and active 
clauses. 

 

Person Singular Plural 

1 a²yo² iyo² 

2 na²yo² niyo² 

3 ya²yo² diayo² 

 160) A±yo² so we²iª=so. 
1S.ACT dog hit.PAST+R=PF 

‘I hit the dog.’ 

 161) Na²yo² tosibe-ye. 
2S.ACT bring.IMP-DIST 

‘You must bring it!’ 

 162) Ya²yo² o kasee tekei-yo? 
3S.ACT string.bag how build.PAST+R-Q 

‘How did she make the string bag?’ 
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 163) A±yo² mo²so² tekei=so. 
1S.ACT house build.PAST+R=PF 

‘I built a house.’ 

 164) Odoo agayo dobudu dileiyo? A±yo² dobudu dilei. 
person who jungle.LOC go.FUT.Q 1S.ACT jungle.LOC go.FUT 

‘Who will go to the jungle? I will go to the jungle.’ 

3.3.3 Genitive Pronouns 

 

Person Singular Plural 

1 mo² ibada 
2 ne²e² nibada 
3 o² / e²yo² dibada/dia 

 165) mo² mo²so² 
1S.POSS house 

‘my house’ 

 166) Kabee hagee o². 
ax this 3S.POSS 

‘This ax is his.’ 

3.3.4 Emphatic and Reflexive Pronouns 

The emphatic enclitic –busomo ‘by … self’ is affixed to the genitive pronouns to yield an emphatic series.  
See the chart below for variant forms. 

 

Person Singular Plural 

1 mo²busomo ibusomo 

2 no²busomo nibusomo 

3 o²busomo  dibusomo 

 167) ...mo²busomo dobu-du omou esia-mo di=so. 
by.myself jungle-LOC post seek-ATEL go.PAST+R=PF 

‘…[I] went by myself to the jungle looking for posts.’ 

The second aspect is benefactive, through the affix -wo/-yo ‘for ...self’.  Some of the forms are the same as 
the Emphatic Actor Pronouns as above. See chart below for forms. 

 

Person Singular Plural 

1 ma²wo iyo² 

2 no² niyo² 

3 o²yo diayo² 

 168) ...po-ga ma²wo gwa-lai=so. 
bear.fruit-when 1S.BEN harvest-FUT=PF 

‘...when [they] bear fruit, [I] will harvest [them] for myself.’ 

Reflexives are indicated via the use of a invariant word nediliyo which occurs in the Object slot or follows 
the normal oblique pronoun forms.  See the chart below for details. 
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Person Singular Plural 

1 ma²wo nediliyo osio nediliyo 

2 no² nediliyo niso nediliyo 

3 o²yo nediliyo diso nediliyo 

 169) No² nediliyo we²iª=so. 
2S RFLX hit.PAST+R=PF 

‘You hit yourself.’ 

 170) Beeame hedepe-so, o²-yo nediliyo taka=so,... 
day one-OB/A 3S.POSS-BEN RFLX say.PAST+R=PF 

‘One day, he said to himself,...’ 

 

3.4 Postpositions 
Postpostions can be grouped into two sub-classes: 1) postpositions which occur as independent words 

following the phrase they govern, and 2) postpositions which are bound to the last word of the phrase they 
govern as enclitics. Postpositions constitute a closed class of words/clitics that do not take affixation and 
typically govern noun phrase complements. They function to indicate the syntactic and semantic role of the 
noun phrases referent within the clause. 

3.4.1 Free-form Postpositions  

There are only three free-form postpositions:  eyo² ‘genitive’, mapoo ‘to, at, on’, and maga ‘by’. The 

genitive postposition eyo² is used when the noun phrase expressing the genitive referent consists of several 
words (A shorter enclitic form –wo²/-yo² is used when the noun phrase consists of only a single word).  

Mapoo functions to encode allative (goal), dative (recipient), and adessive (locative) arguments. 

 171) booka hagee eyo² goo 
book this DEF.GEN thing 

‘this book’s topic’ 

 172) A± wosobala mapoo di-lei=so. 
1S hospital to go-FUT=PF 

‘I will go to the hospital.’ 

 173) A±yo² booka sobo mapoo teneeso. 
1.ACT book woman to give.PAST+R.PF 

‘I gave a/the book to the woman.’ 

 174) Sobo odooga eli kola² mapoo bia-molo. 
woman old road near at sit-ATEL.INCOM 

‘The old woman is sitting near the road.’ 

The postposition maga functions to encode means ‘by’, path ‘through’, and  source ‘from’. 

 175) Yo² malaya maga Hasalibi o-mapoo di-lei=so. 
3S airplane by place.name DEF-to go-FUT=PF 

‘He will go to Hasalibi by airplane.’ 

 176) Só osu²lu² maga pidi=so. 
bird door through fly.PAST+R=PF 

‘The bird flew through the door.’ 

 177) Yo² eiyo Ukarumpa maga simi=so. 
3S yesterday place.name from come.PAST+R=PF 

‘He came from Ukarumpa yesterday.’ 
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However most of the time when maga functions as a source postposition, it cooccurs with noun phrases 

containing the definite article a  or ha- ‘here’, resulting in the forms: a-maga (variant a-baga) ‘from that 

previously mentioned’ and ha-maga (variant ha-baga) ‘from here’. 

 178) Yo² Ukarumpa a-baga simi. 
3S place.name DEF-from come.PAST+R 

 ‘He came from Ukarumpa.’ 

 179) Ha-maga du-mo. 
here-from go-HORT 

‘Let’s go from here (this point).’ 

There is a contracted form of maga -ga ‘from’, which functions as a postpositional clitic. Typically, it 
governs locative demonstratives. 

 180) koo-ga 
there-from 

‘from there’ 

3.4.2 Postpostional Clitics  

Oblique syntactic arguments and most genitives are encoded using postpositional enclitics. 

3.4.2.1 Genitive postpositional enclitic –wo²/-yo² 

The genitive postposition wo²/-yo²² (see Morphophonemics 2.2 for useage) governs noun phrases bearing a 
wide range of semantic roles. 

 181) Iska-yo² kaiya 
Iska-GEN knife 

‘Iska’s knife’ (possession) 

 182) sobo-wo² o 
woman-GEN string.bag 

‘the woman’s string bag’ (possession) 

 183) Niko-wo ² dee 
Niko-GEN hand 

‘Niko’s hand’  (part/whole) 
 184) mo²so² hagee eyo² osu²lu² 

house this DEF.GEN door 

‘this house’s door’ (part/whole) 

 185) Godee-yo² to²  
God-GEN talk 

‘God’s talk/word’ (agent) 

 186) giso-wo² debia 
man-GEN sweat 

‘the man’s sweat’ (associated bodily product) 

 187) Sebidi-yo² o²wo²lo² 
Sebidi-GEN 3S.POSS.child 

‘Sebidi’s child’ (kinship) 

 188) odoo-wo² hu² 
person-GEN name 

‘the person’s name’ (association) 

 189) Isalaelee-yo² Godee (role A and B) 
Israel-GEN God 

‘God of Israel’ (association) 
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3.4.2.2 Locative Postpositional Enclitics 

Locative postpositional phrases are used to indicate locative, allative, and recipient/benefactive. There are 
three locative postpositional clitics in the language: -ma ‘locative and recipient’, -poo ‘allative’, and -mapoo 
‘locative, recipient, and allative’. In addition to these, recall that there is also a free-form locative postposition 
mapoo. Mapoo is a combination of the two enclitics -ma and –poo. These two enclitics only occur when there 
are no other modifiers following the head noun in a nominal phrase. When modifiers do follow the head noun,  
then the free-form postposition mapoo must be used. 

The enclitic form , -mapoo is used when the head of the nominal phrase is a pronoun or o ‘DEF”, but it can 

also be abbreviated to -ma when encoding recipients. 

Inner Locative 

 190) Wosobala-ma melesenee moloso. 
hospital-LOC medicine ATEL.INCOM.NVIS 

‘There is medicine at the hospital.’ 

Outer Locative 

 191) Sobo ee howo abo homolee mapoo sokomoloso. 
woman banana sprout some garden in plant.ATEL.INCOM.NVIS 

‘The woman is planting some banana shoots in the garden.’ 

Recipient/Benefactive 

 192) A±yo² no² Godee-ma todagalaiso. 
1S.ACT 2S God-LOC pray.INCOM.IR.PF 

‘I will pray to God for you.’ 

 193) Yo² yi-mapoo ee teneeso. 
3S 3S-LOC banana give.PAST+R.PF 

‘He gave a banana to him.’ 

 194) Booka he²e² a²-ma tenee. 
book another 1S-LOC give.IMP 

‘Give another book to me. ’ 

Allative 

 195) A± mo² mo²so²-poo diso. 
1S 1S.POSS house-LOC go.PAST+R.PF 

‘I went to my house.’ 

 196) Yesu di-mapoo wedi diso. 
Jesus 3P-LOC back go.PAST+R.PF 

‘Jesus went back to them.’ 

Contrasting Patient and Recipient 

Plain noun phrases are used to to express the Patient semantic role. A verb like ogo ‘see’ may take either a 
plain NP patient or a locative PP as its second core argument. 

 197) A± mo² mo²so²- egeiso. 
1S 1S.POSS house see.PAST+R.PF 

‘I saw my house.’ 

 198) A± mo² mo²so²-ma egeiso. 
1S 1S.POSS house-LOC see.PAST+R.PF 

‘I looked at my house.’ 

Postposition Omission 

In a few instances of informal speech (and in a few texts as well), it has been observed that with certain 
verbs inner locative arguments can be encoded by plain noun phrases as well as postpositional phrases. 
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 199) Ne²e² mo²so²- di. 
2S.POSS house go.IMP 

‘Go to your house.’ 

 200) Hu wodo- tiaso. 
Hu sago.camp sleep.PAST+R.PF 

‘[We] slept at Hu sago camp.’ 

 201) Hu wodo o-mapoo palaso. 
Hu sago.camp DEF-LOC go.up.PAST+R.PF 

‘[I] went up to Hu sago camp.’ 

The Locative postpositional clitic -du 

Another locative postpostional clitic -du ‘allative and locative’ has  been observed occuring on only a few 
words.  They are:  dobu-du (jungle-LOC) ‘to/in the jungle’; and the two demonstrative locatives: hemi-du (low-
LOC) ‘to/at underneath’ and kulo-du (in-LOC) ‘to/at inside’  (see 3.7.2 Demonstrative Locatives).  It has not 
been observed elsewhere. 

 202) Yo² dobu-du diso. 
3S jungle-LOC go.PAST+R.PF 

‘He went to the jungle’ 

 203) Yo² dobu-du badoso. 
3S jungle-LOC stay.PF 

‘He is in the jungle.’ 

3.4.2.3 The Oblique/Actor Postpositional Enclitic 

The oblique/actor postpositional enclitic –so governs noun phrases expressing instruments and time,as well 
as governing some Subject noun phrases when the head noun neither pronominal nor a proper noun, This 
enclitic can also cooccur with o ‘DEF’, thus referring to the previous phrase. 

Instrument 

 204) Yo² kaiya-so pukusi ko²o²so. 
3S knife-OB/A grass cut.PAST+R.PF 

‘She cut the grass with a knife.’ 

Time 

 205) Tasdee beeame-so... 
Thursday day-OB/A 

‘On Thursday…’ 

 206) Beeame hedepe-so... 
day one-OB/A 

‘One day…’ 

Non-Pronominal Subject that is not a proper noun 

 207) Da²-so so mapoo taka,... 
cuscus-OB/A dog to say.PAST+R 

‘The cuscus said to the dog,…’ 

 208) Sobo hagee-so taka,... 
woman this-OB/A say.PAST+R 

‘This woman said,…’ 

 209) Homo dee pe²poko o-so a²mapoo homodobiaso. 
tree branch small DEF-OB/A 1S.LOC fall.PAST+R.PF 

‘The little branch fell on me.’ 
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3.4.2.4 Simulfactive Postpositional enclitic –see ‘like’ 

 210) Iba daga goo hagee-see koo egeli. 
1P before thing this-like NEG see.INCOM.HAB 

‘We have not seen anything like this before.’ 

3.4.2.5 Accompaniment Postpositional Enclitic –bolo ‘with’ 

Accompaniment is indicated with the enclitic -bolo ‘with’. 

 211) Yo² Lola-bolo dileiso. 
3S Lola-with go.IR.FUT.PF 

‘She will go with Lola.’ 

3.5 Quantifiers 
Quantifiers form a closed class of words. The class is subdivided into numerical and non-numerical 

quantifiers. Generally they function as modifiers in the nominal phrase or as the head of the quantifier phrase in 
a descriptive clause. 

3.5.1 Numerical Quantifiers 

The class of numerical quantifiers is subdivided into cardinal and ordinal numbers. 

3.5.1.1 Cardinal Numbers 

The Odoodee people have two different cardinal numbering systems: traditional numbers and modern 
numbers. 

3.5.1.1.1 Traditional Numbers 

The traditional numerical system is based on body parts. However, very few people currently use the 
traditional system, and only a few know the system well. 

 

ho² ‘little finger’ ‘one’ gebesigili ‘wrist’ ‘seven’ 

ho²ma²ko²la² ‘ring finger’ ‘two dee to ‘forearm’ ‘eight’ 

wolugumako²la² ‘middle finger’ ‘three’ dima ‘elbow’ ‘nine’ 

wolugu ‘index finger’ ‘four’ debege ka²le²e² ‘upperarm’ ‘ten’ 

emeedi ‘thumb’ ‘five’ ei ‘shoulder’ ‘eleven’ 

dee bo ‘palm’ ‘six tebigi ‘collarbone’ ‘twelve’ 

3.5.1.1.2 Modern Numbers 

hedepe ‘one’ ‘one’ 

bakadio ‘two’ ‘two’ 

bakadio hedepe* ‘two one’ ‘three’ 

bakadio bakadio * ‘two two’ ‘four’ 

bakadio bakadio hedepe * ‘two two one’ ‘five’  (used when counting) 

dee tiadoo ‘hand tied (fist)’ ‘five’ 

For higher numbers, English numerals are used.  * When any of  the starred numerals above are used as a 
modifier of a noun, they take the conjunctive enclitic -di. 
 212) Mo² be doo be-pe² bakadio hedepe-di soomagoo=so. 

1S.POSS pig female pig-small two one-and give.birth.PAST+R=PF 

‘My sow bore three piglets.’ 
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3.5.1.2 Ordinal Numbers 

In our research to date, we have not found any ordinal numbers as such. There seems to be only one way to 
express such concepts as ‘first, second, and third’. In a story or text, ordinal relationships are expressed using 
the following words: daga ‘before’, domo ‘middle’, and hamameedee ‘last’. 

 213) Daga misinali peledapaso. 
Before missionary arrive.PAST+R.PF 

‘The missionaries arrived first.’ 

  Osoloso, gamale²e² domo peledapaso. 
and.then government middle arrive.PAST+R.PF 

‘And then, the government arrived second/next.’ 

  Osoloso, hamamee-dee kapeni peledapaso. 
and.then later-EMPH company arrive.PAST+R.PF 

‘And then, the company [men] arrived third/last.’ 

3.5.2 Non-numerical Quantifiers 

Non-numerical quantifiers occur quite frequently, since there is no generic plural marker in the language.  

bei ‘many’ susuga ‘all’ 

abo ‘some’ okopolo ‘much, lots’ 

bodionee ‘few, not many’ tebia ‘enough’ 

 214) Sobo abo dobudu diso. 
woman some jungle.LOC go.PAST+R.PF 

‘Some women went to the jungle.’ 

 215) ...sa²wo² okopolo dia². 
blood much/lots go.PAST+R.INV 

‘…lots of blood went.’ 

 216) odoo susuga-nee 
person all-NEG 

‘not everybody’ 

3.6 Adverbs 
Adverbs are a closed class of words that are subdivided into four separate sub-classes based upon the 

constituent they modify. Adverbs may modify verbs (Ad-V), adverbs/attributive nouns (Ad-ADV/N), verb 
phrases (Ad-VP), or sentences (Ad-InflP). Each of these will now be described. 

3.6.1 Ad-V: Immediately pre-verbal adverbs that syntactically modify verbs 
(Manner, Negation, Imperative) 

Ad-V adverbs modify verbs. They immediately precede the verbs they modify. The adverbs in this subclass 
fall into three semantic groupings: manner, negation, and imperative. When there are multiple adverbs, they 
occur in the order: (Imperative) (Manner) (Negative). The most common manner adverbs are: obeeamo 

‘slowly’, saga ‘quickly’, medee ‘well’3, see ‘again’, and neligi ‘strongly’.  

 217) Yo² obeeamo dumolo. 
3S slowly go.ATEL.INCOM 

‘He is walking slowly.’ 

                                                           
3 This same form also functions as a degree adverb ‘more’. 
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 218) Saga sibe! 
quickly come.IMP 

‘Come quickly!’ or ‘Hurry up and come!’ 

 219) A± bi susuga medee ogo. 
1S thing all well see 

‘I see everthing well.’ 

 220) Yo² godigi hamapoo see sibileiso. 
3S tomorrow here.LOC again come.FUT.PF 

‘He will come here again tomorrow.’ 

 221) No² neligi takee. 
2S strongly speak.IMP 

‘You [should] speak strongly /speak loudly.’ 

The negating adverb koo ‘NEG’ is used to negate all habitual and present forms of the verb. It immediately 
precedes the verb, but occurs after any pre-verbal manner adverb that is present. There are other negating 
adverbs, but since they syntactically modify the sentence, they are discussed in section  3.6.4 Ad-InflP 

 222) A± bibi koo na²li. 
1S taro NEG eat.INCOM.HAB 

‘I don’t eat taro.’ 

 223) Sobo ho²wo² koo tosibo. 
woman water NEG bring 

‘The woman is not bringing water [just now].’ 

 224) Yo² ee howo koo sokomolo. 
3S banana shoot NEG plant.ATEL.INCOM 

‘He is not planting banana shoots.’ 

Prohibitives are formed by the addition of the prohibitive adverb na² immediately preceding the verb, 
with the head verb being in its imperative form. 

 225) Na ² di. 
PROH go.IMP 

‘Don’t go.’ 

 226) No² siboga, saga na² hoge. 
2S come.COND quickly PROH run.IMP 

‘When you come, don’t run quickly.’ 

 227) Na²yo² godigi weiso be neligi na² wee. 
2S.ACT tomorrow stick.OB/A pig strongly PROH hit.IMP 

‘Don’t you hit the pig strongly with a stick tomorrow.’ 

 228) Na²yo² kaiya yimapoo see na² tenee. 
2S.ACT knife 3S.LOC again PROH give.IMP 

‘Don’t you give the knife to him again.’ 

 

3.6.2 Ad-ADV/Nattributive: Adverbs that modify attributive nouns or other 
adverbs (Degree Adverbs) 

Ad-ADV/Nattributive adverbs can modify either the Ad-V manner adverbs or attributive nouns. 
Semantically, these express notions of degree. They occur immediately preceding the adverb or noun that they 
modify. The only two degree adverbs are: dia ‘very’ and medee ‘more’. 

 229) dia obeeamo 
very slowly 

‘very slowly’ 
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 230) medee tekepo 
more good 

‘very good’ 

3.6.3 Ad-VP: Adverbs that modify the verb phrase 

Ad-VP adverbs modify the verb phrase. Generally these are temporal adverbs. Temporal adverbs typically 
occur immediately after the Subject and before everything else in the VP, but they can also be fronted to the 
beginning of the sentence for the purpose of estabishing a new temporal setting within a discourse. In isolated 
utterances, temporal adverbs may be fronted for the purpose of emphasizing one temporal setting over another. 
Some of these adverbs can take the emphatic adverbial enclitic –dee ‘EMPH’ which has the meaning of ‘truly’ 
or ‘really’. Some examples follow: 

eiyo ‘yesterday’ habe ‘afternoon’ 

epei ‘today’  gesikolo ‘morning’ 

godigi ‘tomorrow’  gesi ‘night’ 

hamamee ‘later, after’  daga ‘before, earlier, 
first’ 

 231) Gesikolo odoo obeeamo simi=so. 
morning person slowly come.PAST+R=PF 

‘This morning the man came slowly.’ 

 232) Daga yo² peledapa=so. 
first 3S arrive.PAST+R=PF 

‘He arrived first.’ 

 233) A± godigi gesikolo-dee saga dileiso. 
1S tomorrow morning-EMPH quickly go.FUT.PF 

‘I will go quickly early tomorrow morning.’ 

 234) A±yo² eiyo sobo eli kola² mapoo badebei 
1S.ACT yesterday woman road near at stay.PAST+R 

  yimapoo booka see teneeso. 
3S.LOC book again give.PAST+R.PF 

‘I gave the book again to the woman [that] was staying near the road yesterday.’  

3.6.4 Ad-InflP: Sentence final adverbs that modify the sentence/clause 

Ad-InflP adverbs modify the sentence/clause and express the following notions: 1) Negation, 2) Doubtful, 
and 3) predicate focus. These adverbs are basically modal or pragmatic in nature and occur clause/sentence 
finally, generally immediately after the final verb. Some are free forms, and others are phonologically bound 
clitics.  

3.6.4.1 Negation adverbs 

There are two ways to negate a sentence. The adverb mauwe ‘negative’ is used to negate future sentences 

and present stative verbless clauses. The contracted form of mauwe is =me, and it is used in normal 

unemphasized speech, while the full form mauwe is used to add emphasis to the negation. If me cooccurs with 
future verbs, it is normally phonologically bound to the verb. Both forms (mauwe and me) can be followed by 
the question enclitic =yo ‘Q’. 

 235) Yo² godigi kakomee na²lai mauwe. 
3S tomorrow corn eat.INCOM.IR NEG 

‘He will not eat corn tomorrow.’ 

 236) Odoo me. 
person NEG 

‘There are no people here.’ 
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 237) Yo² Goroka omapoo badalai=me. 
3S Goroka DEF.LOC stay.FUT=NEG 

‘He will not stay in Goroka.’ 

 238) Yo² godigi dilei=me=yo? 
3S tomorrow go.FUT=NEG=Q 

‘Will he not go tomorrow?’ 

To negate past tense sentences, the adverbial clitic =le² ‘negative’ is affixed to the final verb. This clitic can 

also be followed by the question enclitic =yo ‘Q’. 

 239) Diba seligi ne²=le². 
3P sweet.potato eat.PAST+R=NEG 

‘They did not eat sweet potatoes.’ 

 240) Yo² eiyo di=le²=yo? 
3S yesterday go.PAST+R=NEG=Q 

‘Didn’t he go yesterday?’ 

3.6.4.2 Contrafactive adverb 

The adverb that expresses a contrary-to-fact condition is diepi (variant: dabi) ‘contrafactive’. This adverb 
immediately follows the last verb in the protasis. The second clause merely expresses the result should the 
condition by fulfilled. The verb in this second clause is in the unreal form.  

 241) A± be ene²e² diepi, a² be na²liyo. 
1S pig shoot.PAST+R CON 1S pig eat.UNR 

‘If I had shot the pig, I would have eaten the pig.’ 

 242) No² sibile² poogoo diepi, a² tieliyo. 
2S come.PAST+R.NEG leave CON 1S sleep.UNR 

‘If you had not come, I would have slept.’ 

3.6.4.3 Doubtful adverb 

The adverb that expresses doubt is malaiso ‘DOUBT’. This adverb immediately follows the final verb in 

the sentence. In this instance, the final verb is not inflected with the affix –so ‘PF’. The adverb malaiso can co-
occur with the negation adverbs and with the question enclitic –mo ‘Q’. 

 243) Godigi ho²wo² sibilei malaiso. 
tomorrow water come.FUT DOUBT 

‘It might rain tomorrow.’ 

 244) Yo² gesi hamapoo sibilei=me malaiso=mo? 
3S night here.LOC come.FUT-NEG DOUBT=Q 

‘Might he not come here tonight?’ 

 245) Eiyo malaya hamapoo meledapa malaiso. 
yesterday airplane here.LOC land.PAST+R DOUBT 

‘The airplane might have landed here yesterday.’ 

3.6.4.4 Predicate focus adverbial clitic 

In a typical sentence, the predicate is in focus, i.e. the predicate contains the most new information within 
the proposition. This is the case even if a constituent has been fronted for emphasis. Final verbs are modified 
bythe predicate focus adverbial enclitic –so when the action expressed by the final clause has not been 
mentioned in a previous clause and therefore constitutes new information. The predicate focus adverbial clitic 
can be affixed to verbs that have been inflected with the following final verb inflections: habitual, progressive, 
future, realis, and realis past. 

 246) A± bi susuga ogo=so. A± bi susuga medee ogo. 
1S thing all see=PF 1S thing all well see 

‘I see everything. I see everything well.’ 
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 247) A± Ukarumpa mapoo dilei=so. A± godigi dilei. 
1S Ukarumpa to go.FUT=PF 1S tomorrow go.FUT 

‘I will go to Ukarumpa. I will go tomorrow.’ 

 248) Godeeye odoo moodoo=so. Ya²yo² giso sabolo sobo sabolo moodoo. 
God.PRA person make.PAST+R=PF 3S.ACT man and woman and make.PAST+R 

‘God made people. He made man and woman.’ 

One type of utterance that lacks the predicate focus enclitic is titles that are given to stories. For instance, if 
a person gives a title to what he is about to tell, then the verb is not inflected with –so ‘PF’. 

 249) Godeeye bi susuga moodoo. 
God.PRA thing all make 

‘God makes/made all things.’ (title) 

  Godeeye beeame 7 omapoo odoo moodoo=so. 
God.PRA day 7 DEF.LOC person make.PAST+R=PF 

  ‘On day seven, God made people.’ 

Isolated utterances that are referring to presently occurring events or conditions are rarely inflected with –so. 

 250) To² na² ke! Niko tia. 
talk PROH speak Niko sleep 

‘Don’t speak! Niko sleeps.’ 

 

3.7 The Demonstrative Word Class 

3.7.1 Demonstratives 

Demonstratives are a closed class of words consisting of one or two demonstrative roots. They may 
function in isolation to encode arguments within a predication or as modifiers within the nominal phrase.  

 ha- 
‘here’ 

kee 
‘that’ 

egee 
‘it’ 

Simple Dem. ha-gee 
here-it 
‘this’ 

kee 
‘that’ 

egee 
‘it’ 

The following two examples illustrate demonstratives functioning as pro-forms to encode clausal 
arguments. 

 251) Ha-gee kou. 
here-it cassowary 

‘This is a cassowary.’ 

 252) Kee homo. 
that tree 

‘That is a tree.’ 

Demonstratives also function as modifiers of nouns within a nominal phrase. 

 253) Kou ha-gee pia=so. 
cassowary here-it run.away.PAST+R=PF 

‘This cassowary ran away.’ 

 254) Kaiya kee a²-mapoo tenee. 
knife that 1S-LOC give.IMP 

‘Give me that knife.’ 

3.7.2 Demonstrative Locative Adverbs 

Demonstrative locative adverbs constitute a closed class of words, the majority consisting of one or two 
demonstrative roots. These adverbs pattern Ad-VP (temporal adverbs) occuring after all NP arguments in the 
clause but before the verb, if there is one present. They cannot be fronted for emphasis. 
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ha-go-so (here-?-VIS) ‘here/at this point’ hodiyo-koo (side-there) ‘beside’ 

ha-mapoo (here-LOC) ‘here’ kulo-du (in-at) ‘inside’ 

ha-doo (here-up.on) ‘up here’ pe²e²goo ‘outside’ 

ha-mo (here-down) ‘down here’ doko-doo (top?-up.on) ‘on top of’ 

ha-koo (here-there) ‘over there (long way)’ tobu-doo (top-up.on) ‘above’ 

koo-so (there-VIS) ‘there’ hemi-du (low-at) ‘underneath’ 

koo ‘there’ (not visible, yet near) domo-poo (middle-LOC) ‘in the middle’ 

koo-doo (there-up.on) ‘up there’ ha² ‘downstream’ 

kola² ‘near’ hoo ‘upstream’ 

 255) Godigi diba ha-mapoo sibileiso. 
tomorrow 3P here-LOC come.FUT.PF 

‘They will come here tomorrow.’ 

 256) Dibada mo²so²bia koo. 
3P.POSS village there 

‘Their village is over there (not visible).’ 

 257) Mo² mo²so² koo-so. 
1S.POSS house there-VIS 

‘My house is there (visible).’ 

 258) Sobo odooga eli kola² mapoo biamolo. 
woman old road near LOC sit.ATEL.INCOM 

‘The old woman is sitting close to the road.’ 

 259) Be mo²so² kulo-du. 
pig house in-LOC 

‘The pig is inside the house.’ 

 260) No² doukaka mo²so² hemi-du magee. 
2S firewood house low-LOC put.IMP 

‘You put the firewood under the house.’ 

3.7.3 Definite Article o  
 

Noun phrases referring to previously mentioned referents are terminated with the definite article o ‘ DEF’.   

Like the demonstratives, this form occurs at the far right margin of the noun phrase. It is possible, however, 
for it to cooccur with a demonstrative. 

O occurs at the end of noun phrases governed by the oblique/actor postpositional enclitic –so. 

 261) Homo dee pe²poko o-so a²mapoo homodobiaso. 
tree hand small DEF-OB/A 1S.LOC fall.PAST+R.PF 

‘The small tree branch fell on me.’ 

 262) Eseme o² hamamee dili odoo o-so yimapoo takaso, 
so.then 3S.POSS after go.HAB person DEF-OB/A 3S.LOC say.PAST+R.PF 

‘So then those going after people (disciples) of his said to him,’ 

 263) Eseme odoo o-so to² nei yimapoo takaso, 
so.then person DEF.OB/A talk return 3S.LOC say.PAST+R.PF 

‘So then that man said to him in reply,’ 
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 264) beeame hedepe o-so 
day one DEF.OB/A 

‘on that same day’ 

Noun phrases containing o also cooccur with the postposition mapoo ‘to, at, on (LOC)’. 

 265) Yo² miª he²e² mapoo diso. Yo² o-mapoo dileso badobome, 
3S place other to go.PAST+R.PF 3S DEF.LOC go.PSQ stay.DS/CAUS 

‘He went to another place. After he went there and was staying,’ 

 266) Niªyo² beeame susuga o-mapoo a² pidileime. 
2P.ACT day all DEF.LOC 1S help.FUT.NEG 

‘You (pl) will not help me all the time/everyday.’ 

When o terminates a noun phrase governed by the genitive enclitic –yo²  is has a variant form e, resulting in 

eyo² ‘DEF.GEN’ which governs noun phrases in the postpositional phrase if the phrase is comprised of more 
than one word. 

 267) booka hagee e-yo² goo 
book this DEF-GEN thing 

‘this book’s topic’ (Note the cooccurrence of a demonstrative plus the definite article.) 

The final variant form of this prefix is a-. It occurs when followed by the postposition maga ‘by, from’. 

 268) Diba Saidon miª toowa a-maga sibadeeso. 
3P Saidon place big DEF-from come.P.PAST+R.PF 

‘They came from the big place Saidon.’ 

 

3.8 Question Words 
Question words are a closed class of forms used in content questions. The language exhibits a replacive 

interrogative strategy; i.e. the question words usually occur in the same place in the clause where the 
corresponding answer would occur. They typically occur in clauses ending with the sentence final interrogative 
complementiser –yo. (For a further discussion regarding question enclitics, see Complementizers: question 
enclitics 3.9.) The question words in the language are given below: 

kasee ‘how’ ka-mapoo ‘where’ (where-LOC) 

kasolo  ‘how many’ kaso-mo ‘where’ (where-Q) 

kasiso ‘how much’ agayo ‘who’ 

ogoo ‘what’ ogu-mo ‘who-Q’ 

kopolone ‘when’ agamo ‘whose, whom’ 

ka-poo ‘where’ (where-LOC) kase²e² maga-yo ‘why’ (why-Q) 

 269) Ya²yo² o kasee tekei=yo? 
3S.ACT string.bag how build.PAST+R=Q 

‘How did she make the string bag?’ 

 270) Kasolo tosimi=yo? 
how.many bring.PAST+R=Q 

‘How many were brought?’ 

 271) Nei kasiso te-li=yo? 
price how.much take-HAB=Q 

‘How much does it cost?’ 

 272) Hagee ogoo=bo? 
this what=Q 

‘What is this?’ 
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 273) Yo² mo²so² kopolone tekei=yo? 
3S house when build.PAST+R=Q 

‘When did he build the house?’ 

 274) No² ka-poo dia²=la? 
2S where-LOC go.INV=Q 

‘Where are you going?’ 

 275) Ya²yo² egee ka-mapoo tekei=yo? 
3S.ACT it where-LOC build.PAST+R=Q 

‘Where did she make it at?’ 

 276) Só ho kaso=mo? 
bird egg where=Q 

‘Where is the bird egg?’ 

 277) Egee agayo tekei=yo? 

it who build.PAST+R=Q 

‘Who built it?’ 

 278) No² odoo ogumo? 
2S person who 

‘Who are you?’ 

 279) O hagee odoo agamo=wo? 
string.bag this person whose=Q 

‘Whose string bag is this?’ 

 280) A± dibada odoo-nee, bei kase²e².maga=yo? Diba to²o² mauwe. 
1S 3P.POSS person-NEG because why=Q 3P feather none 

‘I am not their friend, because why? [Because] they don’t have feathers.’ 

 

3.9 Complementisers 
In the phrase structure analysis of the clause, the sentence-final question, distal addressee, imperative 

(Recall that the formal expression of imperative is a [+front] feature that spreads onto vowels of the preceding 
final verb), hortative, indicative (which is unmarked), evidential, and quotative enclitics are analyzed as 
complementisers that take the InflP (= sentence) as their complement.. Several of these may cooccur, in which 
case the following ordering restrictions obtain: 

Imperative > Hortative > Distal Addressee > Witnessed > Question > Quotative 

Question Enclitics: 

There are five main question enclitics: =yo, =wo, =lo, =mo, and =la ‘question’. Their usage is 
morphophologically conditioned and functionally determined: =yo is used with words that end with a [–round] 
vowel in polar and content questions, -wo is used with words that end with a [+round] vowel in content 
question, and =lo is used with words that end with a [+round] vowel in polar questions. But neither of these is 
used when the final verb is inflected with =so ‘predicate focus’. In this instance, another question enclitic is 
used: =mo ‘question’ and is affixed following the =so (thus: =so-mo ‘PF-Q’). This only occurs in polar 
questions. The enclitic =la ‘question’ is affixed to verbs that have been inflected with the affix –a²/-wa² ‘INV 
(inverse)’ or –ma²la² ‘ATEL.INCOM.WTNS’. (See chart below for question enclitic usage.) 

 

  Chart of Question Enclitic Usage 

 Following a word ending with: 

Question Type Vowel [+ rd] Vowel [- rd] -so ‘predicate focus’ -a²/-wa² ‘inverse’ or 

-ma²la² 
‘ATEL.INCOM.WTNS’ 
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Polar (yes/no) -lo (-wo**) -yo -mo -la 

Content -wo -yo * -la 

(* cannot occur) (** -wo sometimes is used with polar questions, though –lo is most common) 

 281) Yo² mo²so² kopolone tekei=yo? 
3S house when build.PAST+R=Q 

‘When did he build the house?’ 

 282) Hagee ne²e²=yo? 
this 2S.POSS=Q 

‘Is this yours?’ 

 283) Malaya sibo=lo? 
airplane come=Q 

‘Is the airplane coming [just now]?’ 

 284) Mo²so² kee tekepo=wo? 
house that good=Q 

‘Is that a good house?’ 

 285) Ne²e² mo²so² kapoo=wo? 
2S.POSS house where.LOC=Q 

‘Where is your house?’ 

 286) Yo² dobudu di=so-mo? 
3S jungle.LOC go.PAST+R=PF-Q 

‘Did he go to the jungle?’ 

 287) No² ka-poo dia²=la? 
2S where-LOC go.INV=Q 

‘Where are you going?’ 

 288) Dui! O no² tiama²la²=la? 
hear.IMP or 2S sleep.ATEL.INCOM.WTNS=Q 

‘Listen! Or are you sleeping?’ 

 

Distal Addressee Enclitics: 

A secondary function of the distal addressee enclitic =ye on the imperative forms of final verbs is to 
express obligation.  If it occurs with a second person subject in a softly pronounced utterance, it seems to have 
the meaning of a polite ‘must’ (ex. (289)). Normally, the distal addressee suffix is used when someone is 
shouting a command to another person who is not close by, but is far enough away that he cannot hear normal 
conversation. It is also affixed to imperatives in written letters. In both these cases, the command carries the 
same weight as a normal imperative (ex. (290)) . However, when the command is shouted or said strongly with 
the –ye suffix to a person close by, a second person pronoun is not used, and the command is a very strong 
‘must’ (stronger than the normal imperative) (ex. (291)). 

 289) No² badobee=ye, a² duso. 
2S stay.IMP=DIST 1S go.PF 

‘You must stay, I’m going.’ 

 290) No² sibe=ye! 
2S come.IMP=DIST 

‘You come!’ 

 291) Bie=ye! 
sit.IMP=DIST 

‘[You] must sit down!!’ 

The other distal addressee enclitic is =go ‘DIST (distal addressee)’. It is affixed sentence ultimately to non-
imperative verb forms as well as to any other spoken communication whenever someone is shouting to another 
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person who is not close by, but is far enough away that he cannot hear normal conversation (ex. (292)). It is 
often used whenever a general announcement is shouted to the whole village and to no person in particular (ex. 
(293)). The use of this enclitic has also been observed when people are in close proximity, especially during 
leave taking in an effort to gain the attention of the one spoken to (ex. (294)). However, in this instance the 
communication is not shouted. (See Final Verb Inflections 3.1.1.2.1 to see possible co-occurances with other 
verb inflections.) 

 292) Gesikolo tekepo=go! 
morning good=DIST 

‘Good morning!’ 

 293) Malaya sibo=go!! 
airplane come=DIST 

‘The airplane is coming!!’ 

 294) A± duso=go. 
1S go.PF=DIST 

‘I am going [now].’ 

Hortative: 

Hortative is expressed by adding the final verb affix –mo ‘HORT (hortative)’to the final verb.  Use of this 
suffix indicates that the contemplated action should happen immediately, ‘let’s ... right now’.  Hortative verbs 
can cooccur with first person plural subject pronouns, but the pronoun is not required.  It is also possible for the 
hortative enclitic to cooccur with the prohibitive adverb na².  The hortative enclitic occurs on the basic form of 
the verb (i.e. the form with more backed vowels) rather than the imperative form. 

 295) Polo=mo. 
go.up=HORT 

‘Let’s go up [just now].’ 

 296) Iba mo²so² toko=mo. 
1P house build=HORT 

‘Let’s build a house.’ 

 297) Iba na² du=mo. 
1P PROH go=HORT 

‘Let’s not go.’ 

Indicative: 

Indicative sentences are unmarked. 

 298) Homo dee pe²poko ee seme toowa tobudoo molo. 
tree hand small TOP roof big above.LOC ATEL.INCOM 

‘The little branch is above the big roof.’ 

 299) Iba só hedepe egeiso. 
1P bird one see.PAST+R.PF 

‘We saw one bird.’ 

 

3.10 Conjunctions 
Conjunctions are a small closed class of words that function to connect sentences, clauses, or phrases. They 

can be divided into five categories based upon their semantic function: additive, causal, temporal, adversative, 
and alternative. In the sections below, next to each conjunction in parentheses the frequency of that particular 
conjunction in our corpus of 37 locally-authored, non-translated texts is given. 

Additive 

osoloso (71) ‘and’ General coordinating conjunction, used in lists of unrelated items 
that have no special relationship. Occurs both sentence-internally 
and sentence initially (see Temporal below). 

sabolo (41) ‘and, also, along with’ Used when the items in the clause are thought of as a group, 
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having a somewhat closer relationship. Occurs only sentence-
internally. 

diªo² (3) ‘and’ Used only with animate objects that have a very close or special  
relationship, such as ownership, friendship or family ties. Occurs 
only sentence-internally. 

 

 300) Wasima, Sekowale osoloso Ai esee see Wawoi sibadeeso. 
Wasima Sekowale and Ai DEF.like again Wawoi come.PL.PAST+R.PF 

  ‘Wasima, Sekowale, and and Ai came again to Wawoi.’  

 301) A± dí hagee sabolo bibi hagee sabolo na²-lai=so. 
1S fish this and taro this and eat-FUT=PF 

‘I will eat this fish and this taro.’ 

 302) Be diªo² so diªo² mo². 
pig and dog and 1S.POSS 

‘The pig and the dog are mine.’ 

 

Causal 

eseme (45) ‘so then, therefore’ Connects clauses logically: starts a clause telling the action which 
took place as a result of what occurred in the previous clause(s). 
Occurs only sentence initially. 

esiga (38) ‘therefore, as a result’ Starts a clause telling the conclusion drawn from, or the affect of, 
what took place in the previous clause(s). Occurs both sentence-
internally and sentence initially. 

bei (8) ‘because’ Starts a clause that gives the reason why something occurred in the 
previous clause(s). Occurs both sentence-internally and sentence 
initially. 

 

 303) ...sa²-so a² pe²=le²-na. Eseme ma² Godee mapoo 
death.adder-OB/A 1S bite.PAST+R=NEG-WTNS so.then father God to 

  todaga=so. 
pray.PAST+R=PF. 
‘...the death adder had not bitten me. So then I prayed to Father God.’ 

 304) Esiga Yesu yo² hedepe giªe² badi-li=so. 
therefore Jesus 3S one life stay-HAB=PF 

‘Therefore, Jesus, he is the only one having eternal life.’ 

 305) Yesu dia tokenee odoo, esiga yo² wolomalai tekepo. 
Jesus very bad person therefore 3S kill.FUT good 

‘Jesus is a very bad person, therefore it is good to kill him.’ 

 306) A±yo² so we²iª=so bei mo² hoowe²iª ne²-me. 
1S.ACT dog hit.PAST+R=PF because 1S.POSS meat eat.PAST+R-DS/CAUS 

‘I hit the dog, because it ate my meat.’ 

 307) Niyo² medee be! Bei a²yo² sibilei beeame niba gooleedele². 
2P.ACT more watch because 1S.ACT come.FUT day 2P know.do.PAST+R.NEG 

‘You (pl) watch carefully! Because you (pl) don’t know the day I will come.’ 

 

Temporal 

osoloso (71) ‘and then’ This is a general ‘and then’ used to connect clauses. Occurs both sentence-
internally and sentence initially. 

neme (60) ‘and then’ Used very often in oral narratives, signalling that the last clause in the 
sentence is next. There is usually a short pause after neme, adding more 
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emphasis to the story line: ‘this and this happened and THEN,..’ Occurs only 
sentence-internally. 

 

 308) A± eiyo dobu-du di-le²so, osoloso epei wedi simi=so. 
1S yesterday bush-LOC go-PSQ and today back come.PAST+R=PF 

‘I went to the bush yesterday, and came back today.’ 

 309) Iba eli domopoo bakadio tiaso. 
1P road middle LOC two sleep.PAST+R.PF 

  Osoloso beeame he²e²so gesikolo.... 
and day next.OB/A morning 

‘We slept twice on the way. And then the next day in the morning…’ 

 310) ...siª-loso na²-loso neme tia=so. 
cook-PERF.SS eat-PSQ and.then sleep.PAST+R=PF 

‘…having cooked and eaten, [I] then slept.’ 

 

Adversative 

esino (16) ‘but’ Used to contrast clauses. Occurs both sentence-internally and sentence initially. 

 

 311) Yo² dileiso, esino a² badalai. 
3S go.FUT.PF but 1S stay.FUT 

‘He will go, but I will stay.’ 

 312) “A± no²bolo dilei goomogo.” 
1S 2S.ACMP go.FUT like 

  Esino Yesuye yimapoo egeesee takaso,... 
but Jesus.PRA 3S.LOC it.like say.PAST+R.PF 

‘ “I want to go with you.” But Jesus said like this to him,…’ 

Alternative 

o (2) ‘or’ Used to join alternative phrases and sentential clauses.  

 

 313) Sobo-ho²lo²=do o giso-ho²lo²=do? 
woman-child=Q or man-child=Q 

‘Is it a boy or a girl?’ 

 314) No² godigi gimo dileisomo? O Biliye mapoo mouleiyo? 
2S tomorrow hunt.ATEL go.FUT.PF.Q or Biliye to go.down.FUT.Q 

‘Will you go hunting tomorrow? Or will [you] go down to Biliye?’ 

 

3.11 Interjections 
Interjections form a small closed class of words expressing the speaker’s response to various verbal and 

non-verbal situations. They generally do not take any affixes or clitics and occur sentence initially or in 
isolation. They are: 

daba ‘wow’ (astonishment) 

haye² ‘no’ 

o² ‘yes’ 

eso ‘thank you’ 

yawo ‘bye-bye’ 

ou-go ‘wait!’ (wait-DIST) (shouted to someone in the distance) 
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ou ‘wait’ (said to someone near) 

ogoo-da-ba ‘What did you say?’ (what-do-Q) 

emegei ‘friend’ (can express sorrow or happiness) 

 315) Haye², yo² seligi siª=so. 
no 3S sweet.potato cook.PAST+R=PF 

‘No, she cooked the sweet potato.’ 

 316) Daba! Bi bei! 
wow thing many 

‘Wow! Many things [are here]!’ 

 

3.12 Emphatic Particle Enclitics 
The class of particles consists entirely of various types of emphatic enclitics. These enclitics occur on 

nouns, demonstratives, and temporal adverbs.  All of the particles are similar in meaning, but there are some 
variations. The enclitics are: -we ‘only, -doo ‘really’, –dee ‘really, truly’, and  –busomo ‘by … self.’ 

 317) Odoo me-doo. 
person NEG-EMPH 

‘There are no people [here].’ 

 318) Hamamee-dee kapeni peledapaso. 
later-EMPH company arrive.PAST+R.PF 

‘The company arrived last.’ 

 319) miª-we 
ground-EMPH 

‘desert (only ground/dirt)’ 

 320) Odoo hagee toowa-doo. 
person this big-EMPH 

‘This man is really big.’ 

3.13 Topic Markers 
Topic markers follow immediately after the Noun Phrase they topicalize. There are three topic markers: 1) 

ee topicalizes a NP[SUB], 2) ka topicalizes a NP[TIME], and 3) o-so ‘DEF-OB/A’ topicalizes a NP[EFFECTOR]. These 
topic markers only occur when the NP really is a phrase (i.e. it consists of more than one word). 

 321) Homo dee pe²poko ee seme toowa tobudoo molo. 
tree hand small TOP roof big above.LOC ATEL.INCOM 

‘The little branch is above the big roof.’ 

 322) Diba á he²e²so ka sibilei. 
3P moon other.OB/A TOP come.FUT 

‘They will come next month.’ 

 323) Homo dee pe²poko oso a²mapoo homodobiaso. 
tree hand small DEF.OB/A 1S.LOC fall.PAST+R.PF 

‘The small tree branch fell on me.’ 

4. SIMPLE PHRASE STRUCTURE 

There are three kinds of phrases based on their function in the clause. The two main kinds are the nominal 
phrase and the verbal phrase. The modifier phrase encodes location and time and also some aspectual and modal 
ideas. 
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4.1 The Nominal Phrase 
There are three main types of nominal phrases based on their internal structure: simple nominal phrase, 

possessive nominal phrase, and co-ordinate nominal phrase. 

The nominal phrase may function as subject or object, or as an argument of a postposition in a verbal 
clause. It may also function in a verbless topic-comment equative clause as either the subject-topic or the 
comment. The syntactic function of a nominal phrase is indicated by word order and/or case markers. 

I will describe the formal structure of the nominal phrase first in 4.1.2 and its function in 4.1.3. Before 
doing so, however, it will facilitate the description to recognize a level in between the noun and the nominal 
phrase, here termed the noun group. 

4.1.1 The Noun Group 

The noun group is a category between the noun and the nominal phrase. It consists of a noun optionally 
preceded by an attributive modifier. The modifier is either another noun, or a clause. 

Structure - Noun Group 

Noun group     (N) Nhead 

 324) kitulugu be 
strong pig 

‘strong pig’ 

 325) yo mo²le²e² 
stone money 

‘gold’ 

 326) eligi-li odoo 
teach-INCOM.HAB person 

‘teacher’ 

 327) wiligi odoo 
head person 

‘leader’ 

 

4.1.2 Formal Structure of the Nominal Phrase 

4.1.2.1 N’ (Core Nominal Phrase) 

The core nominal phrase has two sub-types: noun/noun group as head and pronoun, demonstrative, or 
question word as head. 

4.1.2.1.1 Noun/Noun Group as Head 

The nucleus of a noun phrase may be a single head noun or a noun group—a sequence of concatenated 
nouns in which preceding nouns function attributively to restrict the reference of the last noun in the group, 
which functions as the head of the group. 

N group  (N)n Nhead 

 328) [[só to²o²] medee tekepo abo] 
bird feather more good some 

‘some beautiful bird feathers’ (Note: This is an example in which the head of the noun phrase is 
filled by a noun group.) 

A core nominal phrase with a noun or noun group as head may consist of just the noun/noun group or be 
followed by one or two modifiers. More than two has not been observed in natural speech. The kind of 
modifiers that occur are attributive nominal phrases, quantifier phrases, demonstratives and relative clauses. It 
has been observed that demonstratives and relative clauses are mutually exclusive, however, more research 
needs to be done to confirm this. 

Structure I - Core Nominal Phrase 

N’I  NG (NPattributive(x4)) (QNTP) (DEM/RC) 
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 329) odoo 
person 

‘person’ 

 330) mo²so² toowa 
house big 

‘big house’ 

 331) ti.homo sage medee tekepo 
tree.sp. long more good 

‘a very good long tree’ 

 332) homo omou medee tekepo sage doowa 
tree post more good long big 

‘a very good, very long post’ 

 333) odoo susuga 
person all 

‘all people’ 

 334) so toowa bakadio 
dog big two 

‘two big dogs’ 

 335) sobo susuga hagee 
woman all this 

‘all these women’ 

 336) kabee abo hagee 
ax some this 

‘these axes’ 

 337) odoo susuga tou to²o² 
person all work hold.PAST+R 

‘all the people who worked’ 

4.1.2.1.2 N group substitutes: Pronouns 

The basic pronoun series functions as a substitute for the noun group. This is evidence by the fact that at least 
the plural pronouns can be modified by the quantifier abo ‘some’ or susuga ‘all’.  

N’II  PRO 

 338) Yo² simi=so. 
3S come.PAST+R=PF 

‘He came.’ 

 339) Eseme iba susuga Kamula kona o-mapoo soowa=so. 
so.then 1P all Kamula corner DEF-LOC go.across.PAST+R=PF 

‘So then we all went across to Kamula corner.’ 

4.1.2.2 NP with Genitive PP modifier 

A core nominal phrase can be optionally expanded with a preceding genitive postpositional phrase or 
genitive pronoun.  

NP  (PPgenitive) N’ 

 

 340) Godee-yo² to² 
God-GEN word 

‘God’s Word’ 

 341) Niko-wo² mo²so² 
Niko-GEN house 

‘Niko’s house’ 
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 342) dibada miª 
3P.POSS land 

‘their land’ 

 343) booka hagee eyo² goo 
book this DEF.GEN thing 

‘this book’s topic’     

 344) A±yo² beeame susuga mo² tai sabolo tio sabolo oso só 
1S.ACT day all 1P.POSS bow and arrow and DEF.OB/A  bird 

  inomagiliso. 
shoot.INCOM.HAB.PF 

‘I always shoot birds with my bow and arrow.’ 

 345) Yale-yo² so bakadio sabolo osoloso be 
Yale-GEN dog two also and pig 

  bakadio hedepedi dobudu kukulo diadeeso. 
two one bush.LOC run.away go.PAST+R.P.PF 

‘Yale’s two dogs and three pigs ran away to the bush.’ 

 

4.1.2.3 NP substitutes: Demonstratives and Question Words 

Demonstrative and certain question words function as noun phrase substitutes. This is evidenced by the fact 
that they do not cooccur with any modifiers. 

Structure II - Simple Nominal Phrase 

NPII  DEM/QW 

 346) Yo² simi=so. 
3S come.PAST+R=PF 

‘He came.’ 

 347) Hagee ogoo=bo? 
this what=Q 
’What is this?’ 

4.1.2.4 Co-ordinate Nominal Phrase 

Noun phrases may be co-ordinated using the conjunction diªo² ‘and’ or the adverb sabolo ‘and/also’ occuring 
following each conjunct. (At this point in our research it seems that diªo² can only be used with animate objects. 
Diªo² has never been observed co-ordinating noun phrases having inanimate referents.) 

NP  (NP (diªo² NP)n 

NP  (NP sabolo)n 

NP  NPn osoloso NP 

 348) Be diªo² so diªo² mo². 
pig and dog and 1S.POSS 

‘The pig and the dog are mine.’ 

 349) A± dí hagee sabolo bibi hagee sabolo na²laiso. 
1S fish this also taro this also eat.IR.FUT.PF 

‘I will eat this fish and this taro.’ 

 350) ...odoo sabolo kou sabolo hakatomoloso. 
person also cassowary also enemy.get.ATEL.INCOM.PF 

‘...man and cassowaries are enemies.’ 

When the co-ordinate nominal phrase consists of two arguments in which the relationship between them is 
considered to be close, only the last nominal phrase is marked with the conjunction diªo² ‘and’. 
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 351) Sobo o²wo²lo² diªo² bibi na²laiso. 
woman 3S.POSS.child and taro eat.IR.FUT.PF 

‘The woman and her child will eat taro.’ 

In instances when there are several nominal phrases which follow each other, it is common to simply list 
the NPs one after the other, then insert the conjuction osoloso ‘and’ before the last NP. 

 352) Wasima, Sekowale osoloso Ai esee see Wawoi sibadeeso. 
Wasima Sekowale and Ai DEF.exaclty again Wawoi come.PL.PAST+R.PF 

‘Wasima, Sekowale, and Ai came again to Wawoi.’ 

4.1.2.5 Summary of NP Structure 

For convenience, the phrase structure rules needed to generate the noun phrase are collated below: 

NG  (N)n N                                                              (noun group rule) 

N’  NG      (NPattributive(x4)  (QNTP) (DEM)          (core noun phrase) 
        PRO 

NP  (PPgenitive) N’                                                          (genitive noun phrase) 

NPII  DEM/QW                       Demonstratives and Question words can function  
                          as NP substitutes 

NP  (NP (diªo² NP)n                                                                                        (NP coordination rules) 

NP  (NP sabolo)n 

NP  NPn osoloso NP 

 

4.1.3 Function of the Nominal Phrase 

In verbal clauses the nominal phrase may function as subject or object, including recipient, or as the object 
within instrumental, temporal or locative postpositional phrases. It may also function in a verbless subject-
comment (non-active) clause as either the subject-topic or the predicate-comment. The function of the nominal 
phrase is indicated by word order and/or postpositions.  

 

 

4.2 Predicate Phrase Structure 
Predicates may be either non-verbal or verbal, depending on the nature of the head. 

4.2.1 Non-Verbal Predicates 

  The structure of non-verbal clauses is quite simple: 

S  XPtopic, XPpredicate, where the predicate can be NP, PP, QP, or the negative adverbs me and mauwe. 

There are four word classes that can function as a predicate in non-verbal clauses. They are nouns 
(including attributive nouns), quantifiers, negation adverbs (which are Ad-InflP), and postpositional phrases 
(PPGEN). 

 353) Mo² hu² Bob. 
1S.POSS name Bob 

‘My name is Bob.’ 

 354) Yo² wiligi odoo. 
3S head person 

‘He is the boss.’ 

 355) Odoo hagee toowa. 
person this big 

‘This person is big.’ 
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 356) Iba ho²lo² bakadio hedepedi 
1P child two one.and 

‘We have three children.’ 

 357) A± giso me. 
1S man NEG 

‘I do not have a husband.’ 

 358) Hagee mo² kaiya. 
this 1S.POSS knife 

‘This is my knife.’ 

 

4.2.2 Verbal Predicate Phrases 

Verbal predicate phrases are much more complicated structurally than non-verbal ones.  

The typical word order within a verbal predicate is: (Object NP) (PP) V. 

 359) Diba odoo egeiso. 
3P person see.PAST+R.PF 

‘They saw a person.’ 

 360) Wo edebeeyo kabeeso heliso. 
sago people ax.OB/A chop.INCOM.HAB.PF 

 ‘People chop sago with an ax.’ 

However, if the postpositional phrase is syntactically heavy (for example it contains a relative clause), then 
it is fronted before the Object for ease of processing. Compare the following two examples: 

 361) A±yo² booka sobo mapoo teneeso. 
1S.ACT book woman to give.PAST+R.PF 

‘I gave a book to the woman.’ 

 362) A±yo² eiyo sobo eli kola² mapoo badebei 
1S.ACT yesterday woman road near at stay.PAST+R 

  yimapoo booka see teneeso. 
3S.LOC book again give.PAST+R.PF 

‘I gave the book again to the woman [that] was staying near the road yesterday.’ 

Sentential (=InflP) complements and adjuncts within the verbal phrase are observed to occur both before 
and after the verb. The post-verbal position is preferred for heavier sentential complements and the 
complements of verbs of cognition and speech, while the preverbal position is preferred for the complements of 
perception predicates and relatively short purpose adjuncts.  The following two examples illustrate the different 
placement possibilities of purpose adjuncts 

 363) Diayo² yo² aga-lame simiso. 
3P.ACT 3S see-INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS come.PAST+R.PF 

‘They came in order to see him.’ 

 364) A± dobudu diso, mo²so² taka-lame 
1S jungle.LOC go.PAST+R.PF house build.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS  

  homo koda-lame. 
tree cut.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS 

‘I went to the jungle to cut a tree to build [my] house [with].’ 

 

The basic structure of verbal predicates is summarized by the following phrase structure rules 

V’  (NP) (PP) (InflP) (Ad-V) V (InflP)  

VP  (Ad-VP) V’ 

 

(InflP) V’ 
V’ (InflP) 
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 365) Diba Daru mapoo nasu talame diso. 
3P Daru to rice get.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS go.PAST+R.PF 

‘They went to Daru to get rice.’ 

 366) A± diayo² to² taka duso. 
1S 3P.ACT talk say.PAST+R hear.PAST+R.PF 

‘I heard the talk [that] they said.’ 

 367) Oluwobi omapoo tialoso, godigi Keseki hamapoo peledapaso. 
Oluwobi DEF.LOC sleep.PSQ tomorrow Keseki here.LOC arrive.PAST+R.PF 

‘After sleeping at Oluwobi, the next morning [we] arrived here at Keseki.’ 

 

4.2.2.1 Negation 

There are four negative constructions, and it depends on the tense of the verb as to which construction is 
used. For negating all future forms of the verb, the Ad-InflP form mauwe / me ‘NEG’ is used immediately 

following the verb. For negating all present and habitual forms, the Ad-V form koo ‘NEG’ is used immediately 

preceding the verb. To negate all past forms of the verb, the ad-InflP enclitic -le² ‘NEG’ is affixed to the verb. 

For prohibitives (negative imperatives), the ad-V form na² ‘PROH’ is added immediately preceding the verb. 

 368) A± sadee he²e² mapoo dilei me. 
1S week next on go.INCOM.IR NEG 

‘I will not go next week.’ 

 369) Iba iga² koo na²liso. 
1P frog NEG eat.INCOM.HAB.PF 

‘We don’t eat frogs.’ 

 370) Yo² nei howo abo homolee mapoo seke=le². 
3S food sprout some garden to plant.PAST+R=NEG 

‘He did not plant crops in the garden.’ 

 371) No² siboga, na² hoge! 
2S come.when PROH run.IMP 

‘When you come, don’t run!’ 

 

4.3 Postpositional Phrases 

There are both free-form and enclitic postpositions in the language. The following forms occur: -wo²/-yo²/ -
eyo² ‘genitive’, -ma ‘locative and recipient (governs NPs consisting of a single word)’, -poo ‘allative (governs 
NPs consisting of a single word)’, mapoo ‘to, at, on; -mapoo ‘locative, recipient, allative (governs pronouns) or 
o ‘DEF’, -so ‘oblique/actor’, -du ‘allative, locative’,  maga ‘by’, -ye ‘proper actor’, and –see ‘simulfactive’.  
The semantic functions of these forms are discussed in 3.4 Postpositions. They all obligatorily govern a 
preceding noun phrase complement. 

PP  NP P 

Genitive 

 372) booka hagee eyo² goo 
book this DEF.GEN thing 

‘this book’s topic’ 

 373) Iska-yo² kaiya 
Iska-GEN knife 

‘Iska’s knife’ 

 374) sobo-wo² o 
woman-GEN string.bag 

‘the woman’s string bag’ 
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Locative 

 375) Wosobala-ma melesenee moloso. 
hospital-LOC medicine ATEL.INCOM.NVIS 

‘There is medicine at the hospital.’ 

Allative 

 376) A± mo² mo²so²-poo diso. 
1S 1S.POSS house-LOC go.PAST+R.PF 

‘I went to my house.’ 

 377) Yo² dobu-du diso. 
3S jungle-LOC go.PAST+R.PF 

‘He went to the jungle’ 

 378) Dugo² yo mapoo magee. 
cloth stone on/to put.IMP 

‘Put the clothes on/to the stone.’ 

Recipient/Benefactive 

 379) A±yo² no² Godee-ma todagalaiso. 
1S.ACT 2S God-LOC pray.INCOM.IR.PF 

‘I will pray to God for you.’ 

 380) Yo² yi-mapoo ee teneeso. 
3S 3S-LOC banana give.PAST+R.PF 

‘He gave a banana to him.’ 

Instrument 

 381) Yo² kaiya-so pukusi ko²o²so. 
3S knife-OB/A grass cut.PAST+R.PF 

‘She cut the grass with a knife.’ 

Agent 

 382) Da²-so so mapoo taka,... 
cuscus-OB/A dog to say.PAST+R 

‘The cuscus said to the dog,…’ 

 383) Yale-ye Bob we²iªso. 
Yale-PRA Bob hit.PAST+R.PF 

‘Yale hit Bob.’ 

 384) Homo dee pe²poko oso a²mapoo homodobiaso. 
tree hand small DEF.OB/A 1S.LOC fall.PAST+R.PF 

‘The small tree branch fell on me.’ 

Time 

 385) Tasdee beeame-so... 
Thursday day-OB/A 

‘On Thursday…’ 

 386) Beeame hedepe-so... 
day one-OB/A 

‘One day…’ 

Simulfactive 

 387) Iba daga goo hagee-see koo egeli. 
1P before thing this-like NEG see.INCOM.HAB 

‘We have not seen anything like this before.’ 
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4.4 Minor Phrase types 
The following minor phrase types occur: 

1. Attributive Noun Phrases: consist of a preceding degree adverb and an attributive noun 

NPattributive  (Ad-ADV/Nattributive) Nattributive 

 388) medee tekepo 
more good 

‘very good’ 

 

2. Adverb phrases: consist of a preceding degree adverb and Ad-V manner adverb 

Ad-V phrase  (Ad-ADV/Nattributive) Ad-V 

 389) dia obeeamo 
very slowly 

‘very slowly’ 

 

3. Quantifier phrases for the numerals: consist of a conjoined sequence of numerals, ordered from 
larger to smaller. 

QP  (Qlarger)n Qsmaller 

 

bakadio ‘two’ ‘two’ 

bakadio hedepe ‘two one’ ‘three’ 

bakadio bakadio ‘two two’ ‘four’ 

bakadio bakadio hedepe ‘two two one’ ‘five’  (used when counting) 
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5. SIMPLE SENTENCES /CLAUSES 

5.1 Overview 
The following diagram summarizes the proposed overall structure of Odoodee verbal clauses. It will be 

noted that the clause/simple sentence is analyzed as an Inflection Phrase, which is headed by the inflection on 
the verb and takes a VP as its complement. Subjects, then, are Specifiers within the Inflection Phrase. The post 
verbal adverbs indicating negation, contrafactive modality, doubt, and predicate focus are treated as ad-INFLP 
modifiers. Following these are one or more complementiser clitics governing the inflection phrase and 
expressing different combinations of the following sorts of notions: 1) hortative illocutionary force, 2) distal 
Addressee, 3) witnessed evidentiality, 4) interrogative illocutionary force, and 5) quotations. To these five could 
possibly be added: 1) an imperative morpheme consisting formally of only the phonetic feature [+front], which 
spreads onto the vowels of the verb root, and 2) a null indicative morpheme in the same paradigmatic set as the 
morphemes expressing imperative, hortative, and interrogative  ilocutionary force. The phrase structure rules 
generating the simple sentence structure are as follows: 

Infl’   VP Infl 

InflP  (NP/PP) Infl’ (ad-InflP) 

C’  InflP C 

CP  (XPtopic )  C’ 
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5.1.1 Topicalized Noun Phrase 

Constituents may be topicalized to the sentence initial position as a Specifier within a complementiser 
phrase.  Thus a structural configuration like the following is assumed: 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 When the topicalized constituent is a noun phrase, this is for the purpose of introducing main participants 
in a story or for emphasis, informing the listener or reader that it was indeed this participant performing the 
action, and not some other participant. Topicalized noun phrases are typically accompanied by a pronoun copy 
within the inflection phrase.  

 390) Esino kou ya²yo² to² nei egeesee takaso,... 
but cassowary 3S.ACT talk return it.like say.PAST+R.PF 

‘But the cassowary, he replied like this,…’ 

 391) Sobo yo dokota mapoo dugo susuga melesenee temeleeso. 
woman 3S doctor LOC year all medicine take.ATEL.PAST+R.PF 

‘The woman, she was getting medicine at the doctor for many years.’ 

 

Objects can be topicalized by moving them to the sentence initial position for the purpose of contrast, 
emphasizing that is was this object and not some other object. 

 392) Wo edebeeyo kabeeso heliso. 
sago people ax.OB/A chop.INCOM.HAB.PF 

‘People chop sago with an ax.’ 

 

Temporal adverbs can be topicalized by moving them to the sentence initial position for two reasons: 1) in 
isolated utterances, the purpose is to emphasize the importance of when the event occurred as compared to some 
other time, and  2) in discourse, the purpose is to estabish a new temporal setting or reference point.  

 393) Godigi soboho²lo² ho²wo² ke²e²-lai=so. 
tomorrow girl water fetch-FUT=PF  

‘Tomorrow the girl will fetch water.’ 

 394) Beeame omapoo Yesu te²iª mo²so² tekei 
day DEF.LOC Jesus holy house build.PAST+R  

  pogoloso dimeleeno... 
leave.PSQ go.ATEL.INCOM.PAST+R.ISQ 

‘On that day after Jesus left the temple [he] was going until…’ 

 

Oblique recipients can also be topicalized by moving them to the sentence initial position for the purpose of 
contrasting the recipient with other possible participants. 

 395) A±yo² yimapoo mo²le²e² he²e² tenelaime. 
1S.ACT 3S.LOC money other give.FUT.NEG 

‘I will not give more money to him.’ 

 396) Osoloso ama² diªo² o²wee diªo² mapoo Yesuye takaso, 
and 3S.POSS.father and 3S.POSS.mother and to Jesus.PRA say.PAST+R.PF 

‘And then Jesus said to her father and her mother,’ 

CP 

C’ XPtopic 

InflP C 
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Oblique locational can be topicalized by moving them to the sentence initial position for the purpose of 
emphasizing the importance of where the event occurred. 

 397) Miª susuga mapoo odoo susuga oso Yesuwo² goo 
place all to person all DEF.OB/A Jesus.GEN thing 

  takamo diso. 
say.ATEL go.PAST+R.PF 

‘All the people went telling Jesus’ thing everywhere.’ 

 

 However oblique instruments have not been observed to be topicalized to the front of the sentence. (The 
following example is ungrammatical.) 

 398) *Kaiyaso a²yo² epilepi wolomaso.* 
knife.OB/A 1S.ACT flying.fox kill.PAST+R.PF 

‘I killed the flying fox with a knife.’ 

 

5.2 Grammatical Relations 
The current pronominal system is quasi-ergative, with the basic series corresponding to absolutive and the 

emphatic-actor series corresponding to ergative. However, since the basic series can also be used for some 
transitive actors (when they are not particularly emphasized), and the emphatic-actor series can occur in some 
intransitive clauses, the system is no longer a pure ergative-absolutive system. This is why the terms basic and 
emphatic-actor are used rather than absolutive and ergative.  

Emphatic-actor pronoun + basic pronoun + V in Transitive clause 

 399) Diayo ² yo² wolomaso. 
3P.ACT 3S kill.PAST+R.PF 

‘They killed him.’ 

 

Basic pronoun + basic pronoun + V in Transitive clause 

 400) A± yo² gooleedele². 
1S 3S know.do.PAST+R.NEG 

‘I don’t know him.’ 

 

Basic pronoun + V in intransitive clause 

 401) Yo² sibo. 
3S come 

‘He is coming [just now].’ 

 

Emphatic-actor pronoun + V in intrasitive clause 

 402) Odoo agayo dobudu dileiyo? A±yo² dilei. 
person who jungle.LOC go.FUT.Q 1S.ACT go.FUT 

‘Who will go to the jungle? I will go.’ 

Subject and Object are distinguished as grammatical relations in the language by the following properties: 

1. Verbs subcategorize for Subjects and Objects. Thus all verbs require a Subject, and some require both a 
Subject and an Object.  

 

2. Lack of adpositional marking (except for those Subjects that occur in oblique/actor postpositional 
phrases 
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 403) Odoo pukusi ko²o²so. 
person grass cut.PAST+R.PF 

‘A man cut the grass.’ 

3. There is obligatory coreference between the Subject and reflexives 

 404) Beeame hedepe-so, o²-yo nediliyo taka=so,... 
day one-OB/A 3S.POSS-BEN RFLX say.PAST+R=PF 

‘One day, he said to himself,...’ 

 405) ...mo²busomo dobu-du omou esia-mo di=so. 
by.myself jungle-LOC post seek-ATEL go.PAST+R=PF 

‘…[I] went by myself to the jungle looking for posts.’ 

 

4. The Subject’s identity is monitored by the inverse system 

 406) Beneeso, woodo-loso neme, abaga mou Wesibi 
spear.OB/A stab-PSQ and.then DEF.from go.down Wesibi 

mubidoo hoguo polowa². 
mountain.LOC run go.up.INV 

‘After [I] had stabbed [it] with a spear, [it] went down from there and ran up onto Wesibi 
mountain.’ 

 407) A± hamapoo badebee-no, pasta Wa:go mo² mo²so²poo siba². 
1S here.LOC stay-ISQ pastor Wa:go 1S.POSS house.LOC come.INV 

‘As I was staying here, Pastor Wa:go came to my house.’ 

 

5. The Subject and Object typically come first in the sentence in this order (unless some other constituent 
is topicalized before them). Sometimes, word order is the only indication of whether a nominal phrase functions 
as subject or object, though a noun higher up the scale of animacy would normally be taken to be the subject 
regardless of word order. 

 408) Diba odoo egeiso. 
3P person see.PAST+R.PF 

‘They saw a person.’ 

6) The subject and the object are often morphologically distinguished as well because of the presence of: 1) 
the oblique/actor enclitic (-so) on the non-proper noun subject, 2) the proper actor enclitic (-ye) on the proper 
noun subject, or 3) a pronoun that is marked as being an emphatic actor. 

 

 409) Sa²-so a² paso. 
death.adder-OB/A 1S bite.PAST+R.PF 

‘The death adder bit me.’ 

 410) Yale-ye Bob we²iªso. 
Yale-PRA Bob hit.PAST+R.PF 

‘Yale hit Bob.’ 

 411) Diayo ² yo² wolomaso. 
3P.ACT 3S kill.PAST+R.PF 

  ‘They killed him.’ 

5.2.1 Inverse 

 Odoodee final verbs exhibit an inverse affix (-a² / -wa²), which is used when the subject-topic of the final 
clause is different from that of the preceding clause. Given the fact that continuity of topic is the norm in 
discourse, this form indicates a departure from the norm, whereby a less topical participant comes to function as 
clausal topic-subject in the final clause. One complication, however, is that a series of closely sequenced verb 
phrases can be treated as a unit, with the inverse skipping over the whole conjoined sequence to monitor the 
clause preceding the sequence, rather than just monitoring the verb immediately preceding the final verb. A 
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second complication/exception is that if the clause preceding the final verb contains a verb inflected with the 
different subject-causal inflection –me, then the inverse is not used, presumably because  the change in subject-
topic has already been indicated. 

 

 412) A± hamapoo badebee-no, pasta Wa:go mo² mo²so²poo siba². 
1S here.LOC stay-ISQ pastor Wa:go 1S.POSS house.LOC come.INV 

‘As I was staying here, Pastor Wa:go came to my house.’ 

 413) Pasta mubi dokodoo badebeeno, Yale polo-wa². 
pastor mountain on.top stay.ISQ Yale go.up-INV 

‘As the pastor was staying on top of the mountain, Yale went up.’ 

 414) Iba tiesa-molome, diba kukaso. 
1P sleep.P-ATEL.INCOM.DS/CAUS 3P run_away.P.PAST+R.PF 

‘While we were sleeping, they ran away.’ 

 415) Mo² wiligi papolo-me, tiaso. 
1P.POSS head swell-DS/CAUS sleep.PAST+R.PF 

‘My head swelled, so then [I] slept.’ 

 416) Odoo susuga hamapoo sibu-me, a²yo² dimapoo to² takaso. 
person all here.LOC come-DS/CAUS 1S.ACT 3P.LOC talk say.PAST+R.PS 

‘When all the people came here, I spoke to them.’ 

 

5.3 Clause Types 
The clause functions in the sentence. There are two kinds: verbal and non-verbal. Non-verbal clauses are 

analysed as containing a topic and a comment. Verbal clauses are best analysed as having several smaller 
constituents. 

5.3.1 Verbal Clauses  

There are advantages at the level of complex sentence structure if one follows a functional head analysis of 
simple verbal clause structure. In particular, if the verbal inflection is broken off as a phrasal head taking the VP 
as its argument, this allows that inflection to be determinative of the overall nature of the clause. Given the fact 
that there is a distinction between medial and final clauses in the language based on the verbal inflection that is 
crucial for the structure of complex, multi-clausal sentences, this would seem to be reasonable. Accordingly, 
simple sentences will be analyzed as ‘inflection phrases’ as follows 

 

Infl’   VP Infl 

InflP   (NP/PPobliqueSubject)  (Infl’) 

InflP  InflP (Ad-InflP) 

Verbal clauses, therefore,  have the inflection on their verbs as their obligatory head. No argument in the 
clause is obligatorily overt, though one or more overt arguments often do occur. There is no syntactic distinction 
between active an inactive/stative clauses in the language. In isolated one-clause sentences, one to four 
arguments per clause are observed.  

One argument clauses: 

 417) Ho²lo²pe tiamolo. 
baby sleep.ATEL.INCOM 

‘The baby is sleeping.’ 

 418) Be abo kukaso. 
pig some run.away.PAST+R.PF 

‘Some pigs ran away.’ 

 

Two argument clauses: 
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 419) Yaleye be we²iªso. 
Yale.PRA pig hit.PAST+R.PF 

‘Yale hit the pig.’ 

 420) Pasta Wa:go wo ne²so. 
pastor Wa:go sago eat.PAST+R.PF 

‘Pastor Wa:go ate sago.’ 

 

Three argument clauses: 

 421) Yo² kaiyaso pukusi ko²o²so. 
3S knife.OB/A grass cut.PAST+R.PF 

‘He/she cut the grass with a knife.’ 

 422) Nikoye booka eligili odoo mapoo tenelaiso. 
Niko.PRA book teach.INCOM.HAB person to give.FUT.PF 

‘Niko will give the book to the teacher.’ 

 

Four argument clauses: 

 423) A±yo² eiyo sobo eli kola² mapoo badebei 
1S.ACT yesterday woman road near at stay.PAST+R 

  yimapoo booka see teneeso. 
3S.LOC book again give.PAST+R.PF 

‘I gave the book again to the woman [that] was staying near the road yesterday.’ 

 424) Takawoye o² tai sabolo tio sabolo oso só inomagooso. 
Takawo.PRA 3S.POSS bow and arrow and DEF.OB/A bird shoot.PAST+R.PF 

‘Takawo shot a bird with his bow and arrow.’ 

In connected stories/texts with multi-clause sentences, sequential clauses often consist only of verbs, 
because contextually given arguments are typically elided. In the following example, the person telling this story 
began by saying this would be a story about hunting a pig, and so he does not overtly mention himself or the 
pig. 

 425) Gimo diso. Abaga dino, ei ko 
hunt.ATEL go.PAST+R.PF from.there go.ISQ tree.sp seed  

  na²molome, iniso. 
eat.ATEL.INCOM.DS/CAUS shoot.PAST+R.PF 

  Ei ko na²molome, inoloso, 
tree.sp seed eat.ATEL.INCOM.DS/CAUS shoot.PSQ 

  abaga koumo dino, homo piyopoo teleme, 
from.there track.ATEL go.ISQ tree truck.LOC sleep.DS/CAUS 

  inilame palaso. 
shoot.PURP go.up.PAST++R.PF 

‘[I] went hunting. As [I] was going from there, while[a pig] was eating tree seeds, [I] shot [it]. 
While [the pig] was eating tree seeds, and after [I] shot [it], [I] went from there tracking [it], and 
when [it] was asleep at the tree trunk, [I] went up to shoot [it].’ 

 
Samples of a variety of semantic clause types will now be presented 

5.3.1.1 Active Intransitive 

 426) Di-mo 
go-HORT 

‘Let’s go!’ 
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 427) Yo² diso. 
3S go.PAST+R.PF 

‘He went.’ 

5.3.1.2 Inactive/Stative intransitive 

 428) Sobo taso. 
woman die.PAST+R.PF 

‘The woman died.’ 

5.3.1.3 Di-intransitive 

 429) A± dobudu diso. 
1S jungle go.PAST+R.PF 

‘I went to the jungle.’ 

5.3.1.4 Active Transitive 

 430) Yo² pukusi ko²o²so. 
3S grass cut.PAST+R.PF 

‘He cut grass.’ 

 431) Na²yo² kolokolo we²iªso. 
2S.ACT chicken hit.PAST+R.PF 

‘You hit a chicken’ 

 432) Yaleye be wolomamolo. 
Yale.PRA pig kill.ATEL.INCOM 

‘Yale is killing a pig.’ 

5.3.1.5 Inactive/stative transitive 

 433) Iba só hedepe egeiso. 
1P bird one see.PAST+R.PF 

‘We saw one bird.’ 

 434) A± ne²e² hu² gooleedooso. 
1S 2S.POSS name know.PF 

‘I know your name.’ 

 435) A± so kika duso. 
1S dog bark hear.PAST+R.PF 

‘I heard a dog bark.’ 

5.3.1.6 Ditransitive 

 436) A±yo² boloo yimapoo teneeso. 
1S.ACT ball 3S.LOC give.PAST+R.PF 

‘I gave the ball to him.’ 

 437) A± dugo yo mapoo magooso. 
1S cloth stone on put.PAST+R.PF 

‘I put the cloth on the stone.’ 

5.3.1.7 Verbs taking sentential complements 

 438) A±yo² yo² simi egeiso. 
1S.ACT 3S come.PAST+R see.PAST+R.PF 

‘I saw that he came.’ 

 439) A±yo² gooleedooso, yo² dilei. 
1S.ACT know.do.PF 3S go.FUT 

‘I know that he will go.’ 
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 440) Yo² dilame goomogo. 
3S go.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS want 

‘He wants to go.’ 

 441) Yo² dilei obu. 
3S go.INCOM.IR afraid 

‘He is afraid to go.’ 

 442) Ya²yo² a² dilame te²iª magooso. 
3S.ACT 1S go.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS law put.PAST+R.PF 

‘He promised me to go’ 

5.3.2 Non-Verbal Clauses 

Descriptive and equative non-verbal clauses are analysed as containing a nominal phrase topic and a 
nominal phrase comment.  

Structure II – Descriptive/Equative Non-Verbal Clause 

ClauseII   NP NP 

Examples (443) – (447) are all descriptive in meaning. 

 443) Odoo toowa. 
person big 

‘The man is big./ A big man…’ 

 444) Ibada to² soowa. 
1P.POSS talk okay 

‘Our speech is correct.’ 

 445) Mo² dee kakawa. 
1S.POSS hand numb 

‘My hand is numb.’ 

 446) Iba ho²lo² bakadio hedepedi. 
1P child two one.NUMR 

‘We have three children.’ 

 447) A± giso me. 
1S man NEG 

‘I do not have a husband.’ 

Examples (448) – (453) are all equative in meaning. 

 448) Yo² wiligi odoo. 
3S head person 

‘He is the boss.’ 

 449) Ne²e² hu² ogumo? 
2S.POSS name who 

‘What is your name?’ 

 450) Mo² hu² Bob. 
1S.POSS name Bob 

‘My name is Bob.’ 

 451) Hagee ogoobo? 
this what.Q 

‘What is this?’ 

 452) Mo²so² tekeli tou toowa. 
house build.HAB work big 

‘To build a house is big work.’ 
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 453) Ho±wo² o² hu² Wawoi. 
water 3S.POSS name Wawoi 

‘The name of the river is Wawoi.’ 

 454) Kaiya hagee Yaleyo². 
knife this Yale.GEN 

‘This knife is Yale’s.’ 

 455) Hagee mo². 
this 1S.POSS 

‘This is mine.’ 

 

6. ILLOCUTIONARY FORCE AND NEGATION 

Any statement can be modified so it becomes a command or a question. To indicate a command, the mood 
of the verb is changed to either imperative, hortative or prohibitive. These can have various strengths and can be 
further modified, as will be shown below. A question, on the other hand, is different from a statement in 
intonation. Polar questions normally take a special question enclitic. Content questions contain a question word. 

6.1 Statement 
A statement is used to make assertions. In an isolated statement there has to be an overt subject. In longer 

stretches of speech subjects are omitted for purposes of cohesion, once the identity of the Subject and/or Object 
referent has been established via use of an overt noun phrase. 

The intonation of Statements is generally quite level over the entire sentence, and then it falls over the last 
couple of syllables. 

 

 456) Yo² daga hoogoo mo²so² tekeiso. 
3S before far house build.PAST+R.PF 

‘He build the house long ago.’ 

 457) A± homolee mapoo dia. 
1S garden LOC go 

‘I am going to the garden.’ 

 458) Odoo mo²so² tekeiso. 
person house build.PAST+R.PF 

‘The man built a house.’ 

The following is an example of a multi-clause sentence with Subject and Object elision: 

 459) A±yo² beneeso be inomagoloso, hosugu pooloso, 
1S.ACT spear.OB/A pig shoot.PSQ leaf spread.out.PSQ 

  be dagagoloso, o toowa mapoo sooloso, 
pig cut.into.pieces.PSQ string.bag big LOC put.into.PSQ 

  mo²so²poo kadaloso diso. 
house.LOC carry.PSQ go.PAST+R.PF 

‘After I shot a pig with a spear, [I] spread out leaves, [I] cut up the pig into pieces, [I] put [it] into a 
big string bag, and [I] went and carried [it] to the house.’ 

 

6.2 Command 
Commands are used to tell someone to do or not to do something. There are several different strengths of 

commands. Imperative and prohibitive are the strongest, while hortative is weaker. Imperatives may or may not 
have overt subject noun phrases. It is considered more polite to include the subject noun phrase. 
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Imperatives and prohibitives are strengthened by adding –ye ‘distal (DIST)’. However, -ye is also affixed to 
the imperative form of the verb when a command needs to be shouted to someone who is located far away. For 
further information regarding commands, see the section on mood. 

Imperatives can be recognized by the fact that their final vowel is phonetically fronted from its unmarked 
basic form. The intonation on imperatives is also higher on the imperative verb.  

 

 460) Niba mo²so² teke. 
2P house build.IMP 

‘You build a house.’ 

  Yo² mo²so² toko. 
3S house build 

‘He builds a house.’ 

 461) No² di. 
2S go.IMP 

‘You go.’ 

  Yo² du. 
3S go 

‘He goes / is going.’ 

 462) No² sibe=ye! 
2S come.IMP=DIST 

‘You come!’ 

  Yo² sibo. 
3S come 

‘He comes / is coming.’ 

Prohibitive is indicated by the addition of the word na² preceding the verb phrase, with the head verb being 

in  the imperative form. The intonation of prohibitives rises on the prohibitive adverb (na²) and then falls off as 
the sentence ends. 

 

 463) Niba mo²so² na² teke. 
2P house NEG build.IMP 

‘Don’t you build a house.’ 

 464) Na ² di. 
PROH go.IMP 

‘Don’t go.’ 

 465) No² siboga, na² saga hoge. 
2S come.COND PROH quickly run.IMP 

‘When you come, don’t run quickly.’ 

Hortative is indicated by the complementiser enclitic –mo occuring on the basic verb stem. 

 466) Polo=mo 
go.up=HORT 

‘Let’s go up.’ 

 467) Iba mo²so² toko=mo. 
1P house build=HORT 

‘Let’s build a house.’ 

6.3 Question 
Content questions contain a question word (see Question Words 3.8). The language exhibits a replacive 

interrogative strategy; i.e. the question words usually occur in the same place in the clause where the 
corresponding answer would occur.  
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There are five different question enclitics: –yo, -wo, -lo, -mo, and -la ‘question’. Their usage is 
morphophologically conditioned and functionally determined: -yo is used with words that end with a [–round] 
vowel in polar and content questions, -wo is used with words that end with a [+round] vowel in content 
question, and –lo is used with words that end with a [+round] vowel in polar questions. But neither of these is 
used when the final verb is inflected with –so ‘predicate focus’. In this instance, another question enclitic is 
used: –mo ‘question’; it is affixed following the –so (thus: -so-mo ‘PF-Q’) and it only used with polar questions. 
The enclitic –la ‘question’ is affixed to verbs that have been inflected with the affix –a²/-wa² ‘INV (inverse)’. 
(For a further discussion regarding question enclitics, see Complementizers: question enclitics 3.9.)  

CONTENT QUESTIONS have higher pitch on the question word, which then gradually tapers off as the 
sentence ends. 

 

 468) Yo² mo²so² kopolone tekei=yo? 
3S house when build.PAST+R-Q 

‘When did he build the house?’ 

 469) Hagee ogoo=bo? 
this what=Q 

‘What is this?’ 

 470) Kasolo tosimi=yo? 
how.many bring.PAST+R=Q 

‘How many were brought?’ 

 471) Egee agayo tekei=yo? 
it who build.PAST+R=Q 

‘Who built it?’ 

 472) Yo² dobudu di=so-mo? 
3S jungle.LOC go.PAST+R=PF-Q 

‘Did he go to the jungle?’ 

 473) Malaya sibo=lo? 
airplane come=Q 

‘Is the airplane coming [just now].’ 

 474) Hagee ne²e²=yo? 
this 2S.POSS=Q 

‘Is this yours?’ 

 475) Mo²so² kee tekepo=wo? 
house that good=Q 

‘Is that a good house?’ 

 

POLAR (yes-no) QUESTIONS rise to a high intonation generally on the last few syllables of the 
clause/sentence, then falls off on the final syllable. 

 

 476) Yo² daga hoogoo mo²so² tekeisomo? 
3S before far house build.PAST+R.PF.Q 

‘Did he build the house long ago?’ 

 

6.4 Negation 

6.4.1 Negative existential construction 

The negatives mauwe and me are also used predicatively to deny the existence of something. Nominal 

phrases are negated by just adding the adverb mauwe ‘negative’, or its contracted form me. 
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 477) A± to² me. 
1S talk NEG 

‘I have nothing to say.’ 

 478) Odoo mauwe. 
person NEG 

‘There are no people [here].’ 

 479) A± solu me. 
1S salt NEG 

‘I don’t  have salt.’ 

6.4.2 Negation of non-verbal clauses 

The negative affix –nee is used to negate non-verbal clauses. 

 480) Yo² eligili odoo-nee. 
3S teach.HAB person-NEG 

‘He is not a teacher.’ 

 481) Mo²so² hagee kalawa-nee. 
house this strong-NEG 

‘This house is not strong.’ 

 482) Kaiya hagee mo²-nee. 
knife this 1S.POSS-NEG 

‘This knife is not mine.’ 

6.4.3 Negation of verbal clauses 

There are three ways to negate verbal clauses, each depending on the temporal reference of the clause. The 
adverb mauwe ‘negative’ is used to negate future verbal clauses. The contracted form of mauwe is me, and it is 

used in normal unemphasized speech, while the full form mauwe is used to add emphasis to the negation. If me 
cooccurs with future verbs, it is normally phonologically bound to the verb. 

 483) Yo² Goroka omapoo badalai=me. 
3S Goroka DEF.LOC stay.FUT=NEG 

‘He will not stay in Goroka.’ 

 484) Yo² godigi kakomee na²lai mauwe. 
3S tomorrow corn eat.INCOM.IR NEG 

‘He will not eat corn tomorrow.’ 

To negate past tense verbal clauses, the adverbial clitic –le² ‘negative’ is affixed to the final verb. 

 485) Diba seligi ne²=le². 
3P sweet.potato eat.PAST+R=NEG 

‘They did not eat sweet potatoes.’ 

The negating adverb koo ‘NEG’ is used to negate all habitual and present forms of the verb, and it also 
immediately precedes the verb, occurring after any pre-verbal manner adverb that is present. 

 486) A± bibi koo na²li. 
1S taro NEG eat.INCOM.HAB 

‘I don’t eat taro.’ 

 487) Yo² ee howo koo sokomolo. 
3S banana shoot NEG plant.ATEL.INCOM 

‘He is not planting banana shoots.’ 
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6.5 Complex Sentences 

6.5.1 Relative Clauses (where S = modifier within a noun phrase) 

Relative clauses are a common feature in the Odoodee language. The language has no overt 
complementizer to mark the relative clause. In relation to the head noun, the relative clause can occur 
postnominally, prenominally, or  the head noun may occur internal to the relative clause (i.e. a replacive 
relativization strategy). The most common relative clause occurs prenominally. It appears that if the clause is 
lengthy, it gets sent to the back, and therefore occurs postnominally. However, more research needs to be done 
in this area. Replacive relative clauses are not very common. 

The verb in the relative clause exhibits final verb morphology and is never modified by the predicate focus 
adverbial clitic –so. The relative noun can function syntactically as a Subject, Direct Object, Indirect Object, or 
Oblique within the relative clause. 

Postnominal: 

 488) Odoo gesikolo tou to²o² dobudu diso. 
person morning work hold.PAST+R jungle.LOC go.PAST+R.PF 

‘The person/people who worked [this] morning went to the jungle.’ 

Prenominal: 

 489) Mo²so² hagee tekei odoo Mosbi mapoo diso. 
house this build.PAST+R person Moresby to go.PAST+R.PF 

‘The man who build this house went to [Port] Moresby.’ 

Internal/Replacive: 

 490) A± sibile²so, diayo wo yimapoo tenee ne²so. 
1S come.PSQ 3P.ACT sago 3S.LOC give.PAST+R eat.PAST+R.PF 

‘After I came, [I] ate the sago they had given to him.’ 

Subject: 

 491) Mo²so² hagee tekei odoo Mosbi mapoo diso. 
house this build.PAST+R person Moresby to go.PAST+R.PF 

‘The man [who] built this house went to [Port] Moresby.’ 

 492) Odoo abo omapoo debei oso dimapoo takaso, 
person some DEF.LOC stay.PAST+R DEF.OB/A 3P.LOC say.PAST+R.PF 

‘Some people [that] stayed there said to them,’ 

Direct Object: 

 493) A± diayo² to² taka duso. 
1S 3P.ACT talk say.PAST+R hear.PAST+R.PF 

‘I heard the talk [that] they said.’ 

 494) Iba bi susuga peledapa ogomo. 
1P thing all arrive see.HORT 

‘Let’s see everything [that] happened.’ 

Indirect Object: 

 495) A±yo² sobo mapoo tenee hamapoo badebeiso. 
1S.ACT woman to give.PAST+R here.LOC stay.PAST+R.PF 

‘The woman whom I gave [it] to stayed here.’ 

Oblique: 

 496) Diayo² yo² Yesuye badebei omapoo todilame gooomogaso. 
3P.ACT 3S Jesus.PRA stay.PAST+R DEF.LOC take.PURP want.PAST+R.PF 

‘They wanted to bring him to [where] Jesus stayed.’ 

 497) Yo² eli mesiya bei maga diso. 
3S road thief many by go.PAST+R.PF 

‘He went via a road [that] had many thieves.’ 
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6.5.2 Complement Clauses (where S = an argument of the matrix clause) 

6.5.2.1 Sentential complements 

Predicates taking sentential complements include predicates of perception, such as ‘see’ and ‘hear’ and the 
verb ‘afraid’. The sentential complement is commonly embedded in the matrix clause before the main verb, so 
the structure of the matrix clause would be: 

NP  CLAUSECOMP  V 

The complement clause’s structure is the same as a normally inflected sentence, except for the fact that the 
final verb of the complement clause is never inflected with the predicate focus adverbial clitic –so ‘PF’. 

 498) A±yo² yo² simi egeiso. 
1S.ACT 3S come.PAST+R see.PAST+R.PF 

‘I saw that he came.’ 

 499) A± diayo² to² taka duso. 
1S 3P.ACT talk say.PAST+R hear.PAST+R.PF 

‘I heard the talk [that] they said.’ 

 500) Yo² di-lei obu. 
3S go-INCOM.IR afraid 

‘He is afraid to go.’ 

 

 

A variant of the structure mentioned above occurs with predicates of cognition and speech, such as ‘know’ 
and ‘say’. With these, the complement clause occurs after the verb rather than before. In this instance, the 
structure is: 

InflP  CLAUSECOMP 

The structure for the complement clause is the same as mentioned above, i.e. the final verb in the 
complement clause is not inflected with –so ‘PF’. 

 501) A±yo² gooleedooso, yo² dilei. 
1S.ACT know.do.PF 3S go.FUT 

‘I know that he will go.’ 

6.5.2.2 Irrealis complements 

Predicates taking irrealis complements include ‘want’ and ‘promise’. The complement is embedded in the 
matrix clause: 

NP  CLAUSECOMP  VP 

The verb in the complement clause is a medial verb.  

 502) Yo² di-lame goomogo. 
3S go-INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS want 

‘He wants to go.’ 

 503) Ya²yo² a² di-lame te²iª magooso. 
3S.ACT 1S go-INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS law put.PAST+R.PF 

‘He promised me to go.’ 

6.5.2.3 Quotations 

Quotations are introduced by one of the speech verbs: takoo ‘say’, woso ‘ask’, or hogugu ‘write’. A direct 
quote is marked by the predicate focus adverbial clitic –so being affixed to the quote verb. The quote margin can 
also optionally contain the word egeesee ‘it.like’. Egeesee is used to let the listener/reader know that this is the 
quote nearly word for word. When the quote verb is not affixed with –so ‘PF’, this  signals that the following 
quote is an indirect one.  
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There is also a device to close the quote and signal to the listener/reader that the quote has ended, and that 
the speaker has finished talking. There are two ways to mark the end of a quote: 1) with the free-form variant of 
the emphatic adverbial enclitic –dee ‘EMPH’ which has the meaning of ‘truly’ or ‘really’, followed by one of 

the quote verbs, or 2) with merely the word diso ‘end quote (EQ)’. Both of these quote ending devices occur 
immediately following the end of the quote. However, it is not obligatory to overtly mark the end of a quote 
using a final quote verb, for sometimes the quote just ends without being marked. This is usually the case when 
there is a continuing dialogue occurring between two or more participants which is being quoted. 

 
 504) Beeame hedepeso kouso odoo yimapoo takoo, 

day one cassowary.OB/A person 3S.LOC say 

  “Iba ho²wo² sa²woo²lame dimo,” dee taka=so. 
3P water wash.PURP go.HORT EMPH say.PAST+R.PF 

‘One day, the cassowary says to the man, “Let’s go wash,” [he] said.’ 

 505) Eseme ya²yo² kou mapoo wosaso, “Kou, 
so.then 3S.ACT cassowary to ask.PAST+R.PF cassowary 

na²yo² a² pidilei soowado?” 
2S.ACT 1S help.FUT okay.Q 

‘So then he asked the cassowary, “Cassowary, [is it] okay [that] you help me?”’ 

 506) Esino kou ya²yo² to² nei egeesee takaso, 
but cassowary 3S.ACT talk return it.like say.PAST+R.PF 

“Na²yo² a² na²liso. Esiga no² a²yo² pidileime.” 
2S.ACT 1S eat.IR.HAB.PF therefore 2S 1S.ACT help.FUT.NEG 

‘But the cassowary, he said like this in reply, “You usually eat me.  Therefore I will not help 
you.”’ 

 507) Hasalibi abaga eledio amaga taka mo² ba Dowe 
Hasalibi from.there radio DEF.by say.PAST+R 1S.POSS brother.in.law Dowe 

Hasalibi omapoo dimile²so eli domopoo 
Hasalibi DEF.LOC go.ATEL.PSQ road middle.LOC 
pa²iªye²so tasogo, dee taka². 
sick.OB/A die.PAST+R.PF.DIST EMPH say.PAST+R.INV 

‘[A message] from Hasalibi by radio said [that] my brother-in-law, Dowe, going on the way to 
Hasalibi, got sick and died.”’ 

 508) Eseme bubole ya²yo² to² nei egeesee takaso, 
so.then muskrat 3S.ACT talk return it.like say.PAST+R.PF 

  “O± soowa, no² mo² hoo mapoo sooloogoose,” diso. 
yes okay 2S 1P.POSS tail to hold.onto.IMP EQ 

‘So then the muskrat, he said like this in reply, “Yes okay, you hang onto my tail.”’ 

6.5.3 Adverbial Clauses (where the sentential adjunct functions as an 
adverbial modifier in the matrix clause) 

Reason-result/result-reason, purpose, condition, and referencing previously mentioned noun phrases are 
discussed under this section of Adverbial Clauses. 

6.5.3.1 Reason Clauses 

Reason clauses are introduced with the conjunction bei ‘because’ and occur following the main clause verb. 
The reason clause is set off intonationally from the main clause, and the verbs within it are medial verbs that are 
inflected with either  –me ‘DS/CAUS’ or –ga ‘COND’. 

 509) A± godigi Bob agalai dileime. Bei ya²yo² epei a² egeiso. 
1S tomorrow Bob see.FUT go.FUT.NEG because 3S.ACT today 1S see.PAST+R.PF 

‘I will not go to see Bob tomorrow. Because he saw me today.’ 
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 510) Odoo wosobala mapoo dile². Bei yo² paile². 
person hospital to go.PAST+R.NEG because 3S sick.PAST+R.NEG 

‘The person didn’t go to the hospital. Because he was not sick.’ 

A sentence starting with bei ‘because’ may not finish with a final verb.  

 511) A± mo²so² kulodu gasimiso. Bei ho²wo² sibume. 
1S house inside enter.PAST+R.PF because rain come.DS/CAUS 

‘I entered into the house. Because the rain came.’ 

 512) Sobo puso. Bei saso yo² paga. 
woman cry.PF because death.adder.OB/A 3S bite.COND 

‘The woman is crying. Because the snake bit her.’ 

6.5.3.2 Purpose Clauses 

To express purpose, there are two possible constructions. The first construction is the most common. 

Structure I  

     CLAUSE    CLAUSE 

  V  -INCOM-IR-DS/CAUS  V 

     V  -l-a-me     V 

The normal construction is as stated above, where the medial verb is inflected with –lame 

(INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS). When the verb is inflected with -lame, the vowel(s) in some verb roots have a 
tendency to assimilate to the [+central] vowel a in the affix –lame (e.g. ogo-lame becomes aga-lame ‘see-
INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS’).  

This kind of purpose clause normally precedes the matrix clause, but also may be postposed after the matrix 
clause. There seem to be two reasons for the postposing: 1) If the sentence is long, it needs to be broken up for 
ease of processing, or 2) perhaps it is just an afterthought, trying to explain the purpose of the preceding clause.  

 513) Diayo² yo² aga-lame simiso. 
3P.ACT 3S see-INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS come.PAST+R.PF 

‘They came in order to see him.’ 

 514) A± dobudu diso, mo²so² taka-lame 
1S jungle.LOC go.PAST+R.PF house build.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS  

  homo koda-lame. 
tree cut.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS 

‘I went to the jungle to cut a tree to build [my] house [with].’ 

 

The second type of construction is used with verbs of motion. 

Structure II 

CLAUSE 

VBasic V 

There are two verbs in a serial construction. The first verb, in its basic form, is the purpose of the second 
verb. However, it is also possible to use Structure I with this type of verb when the speaker wants to emphasize 
perhaps more overtly the purpose of the second verb. 

 515) Yo² ho²wo² sa²u²wiª diso. 
3S water wash go.PAST+R.PF 

‘He went to wash.’ 
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 516) A±yo² ta dileiso. 
1S.ACT get go.INCOM.IR.PF 

‘I will go and get [it].’ 

 517) No² melesenee ta-lame di. 
2S medicine get-INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS go.IMP 

‘You go in order to get medicine.’ 

 

6.5.3.3 Condition 

There are three kinds of conditions: possible condition, contrary-to-fact condition and negative condition. 

6.5.3.3.1 Possible Condition 

Protases of possible conditions are formed by inflecting the verb with–ga ‘condition’. The verb of the 
protasis is often in its basic form, while the verb of the apodosis may be in any aspect or mood, as long as the 
temporal reference is present or future. 

 518) Na²yo² yo² ogo-ga, yo² dilame takee. 
2S.ACT 3S see-COND 3S go.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS say.IMP 

‘If you see her, tell her to go.’ 

 519) Yo² sibo-ga, a²yo² yimapoo takalai. 
3S come-COND 1S.ACT 3S.LOC say.INCOM.IR 

‘If he comes, I will tell him.’ 

Note that the same inflection –ga occurs in the Future Sequence construction. (see Future Sequence 
6.5.4.1.4), and may also express simultaneity with present events. 

 520) Niko dasigamolo-ga, a² yumoloso. 
Niko play.ATEL.INCOM-COND 1S laugh.ATEL.INCOM.NVIS 

‘While (when/if) Niko is playing, I am laughing.’ 

6.5.3.3.2 Contrary-to-Fact Condition 

We have observed only a few examples of contrary-to-fact conditions. Protases of contrary-to-fact 
conditionals end with the modal sentence adverb diepi (variant: dabi) ‘contrafactive’. If the statement in the 

second clause is positive, then the final verb takes the suffix–liyo ‘unreal’ However, if the statement in the 

second clause is negative, the verb takes the sentence adverbial enclitic –le² ‘negative’.  

 521) A± odoo sage diepi, a² saga di-liyo. 
1S person long CON 1S quickly go-UNR 

‘If I were a tall man, I would walk quickly.’ 

 522) A± be ene²e² diepi, a² be na²-liyo. 
1S pig shoot.PAST+R CON 1S pig eat-UNR 

‘If I had shot the pig, I would have eaten the pig.’ 

 523) Diba ibada soosoo diepi, diayo² iba peke-le². 
3P 1P.POSS family CON 3P.ACT 1P leave.PAST+R-NEG 

‘If they would have been of our family, they would not have left us.’ 

 524) No² sibi-le² poogoo diepi, a² tie-liyo. 
2S come-PAST+R.NEG leave CON 1S sleep-UNR 

‘If you had not come, I would have slept.’ 

6.5.3.3.3 Negative Condition 

Negative protases in conditional constructions are expressed as complements of the verb poogoo-ga ‘leave-

condition’. The verb in the complement of poogoo needs to be affixed with –ga ‘condition’. 

 525) Godigi ho²wo² sibilei-ga poogoo-ga, a² sibileiso. 
tomorrow water come.FUT-COND leave-COND 1S come.FUT.PF 

‘If it does not rain tomorrow, I will come.’ 
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 526) Diba nei ne²le²-ga poogoo-ga, diba talaiso. 
3P food eat.NEG-COND leave-COND 3P die.FUT.PF 

‘If they do not eat, they will die.’ 

 

 

6.5.4 Coordinate Combinations of Clauses 

In coordinate combinations of clauses, clauses containing medial verbs are juxtaposed and terminated by a 
clause containing a final verb at the end of the sentence. Thus the formula for a sentence can be represented as: 

 

Sentence  (InflPmedial)n (InflPfinal) 

6.5.4.1 Temporal Sequence  

Temporal sequence may be expressed in several different ways:  Presupposed Sequence, Causal Sequence, 
Immediate Sequence, and Future Sequence. 

 

6.5.4.1.1 Presupposed Sequence 

The Presupposed Sequence construction is the most common way of joining clauses.  The verb of the first 
clause is marked by a verb in its basic form inflected with the enclitic -loso ‘Presupposed Sequence’.  The 
different ‘come/go’ verbs, du ‘go’, sibo ‘come’ , and mou ‘go down’ take a variant form of this enclitic, -le²so. 
Since these ‘going’ verbs frequently behave differently than other verbs, it is not unexpected that they have an 
irregular form when the Presupposed Sequence enclitic is affixed.  (The use of the variant form -le²so is also due 
to vowel harmony considerations.) There seems to be no difference in meaning between the two inflections -
le²so & -loso.) 

In a Presupposed Sequence construction the conjoined clauses can either have same or different subjects 
(531). This construction may be translated as a sequentional action ‘something happened and then…’ or ‘after 
doing something’. The conjoined events may be past (exs. (527),(528),(531)), habitual (ex. (529)), or future (ex. 
(530)). 

 527) Ha wo na²-loso, see mo²so²poo wedi diso. 
afternoon sago eat-PSQ again house.LOC back go.PAST+R.PF 

‘After [we] ate sago in the afternoon, [we] again went back to the house.’ 

 528) A± sibi-le²so, nei ne²so. 
1S come-PSQ food eat.PAST+R.PF 

‘After I had come, I ate food.’ 

 529) Nagabi siªliso, na²-loso, tieliso. 
crayfish cook.INCOM.HAB.PF eat-PSQ sleep.INCOM.HAB.PF 

‘[We] cook the crayfish, and then after eaten them, we sleep.’ 

 530) Iba Ukarumpa mapoo di-le²so, sitowa mapoo dileiso. 
1P Ukarumpa LOC go-PSQ store LOC go.INCOM.IR.PF 

‘After we have gone to Ukarumpa, we will go to the store.’ 

 531) Beneeso, woodo-loso neme, abaga mou Wesibi 
spear.OB/A stab-PSQ and.then DEF.from go.down Wesibi 

mubidoo hoguo polowa². 
mountain.LOC run go.up.INV 

‘After [I] had stabbed [it] with a spear, [it] went down from there and ran up onto Wesibi 
mountain.’ 

6.5.4.1.2 Causal Sequence 

In the Causal Sequence construction, the verb in the first clause takes the inflection -me ‘DS/CAUS 
(different subject/causal sequence)’. The event expressed in the second clause is frequently seen as having been 
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caused or brought about in some way by the event in the first clause. It can also be seen as an immediate and 
natural follow-up to the event expressed by the first clause. The meaning of the construction can be translated as 
‘so then’. Like the Presupposed Sequence construction, the subjects of the conjoined clauses in the Causal 
Sequence construction can be either same (532) or different (533)&(534). The conjoined events have past 
temporal reference. 

 532) Mo²so² dia takalame goole-me, mo²busomo dobudu 
house new build.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS think-DS/CAUS by.myself jungle.LOC 

omou esiamo diso. 
post seek.ATEL go.PAST+R.PF 

‘ [I] had thought about building a new house, so then I went by myself to the jungle looking for 
posts.’ 

 533) Mo² wiligi papolo-me, tiaso. 
1S.POSS head swell-DS/CAUS sleep.PAST+R.PF 

‘My head swelled, so then [I] slept.’ 

 534) Yo² sibu-me, a² nei ne²so. 
3S come-DS/CAUS 1S food eat.PAST+R.PF 

‘He came, so then I ate food.’ 

6.5.4.1.3 Immediate Sequence 

The Immediate Sequence construction has only been observed in texts expressing past events. The two 
clauses can have either same or different subjects. The verb in the first clause is in the past tense form and takes 
the inflection -no ‘ISQ’. This construction can express an immediate sequence of events, where the events 
simply occur one right after the other. This construction can also express a durative aspectual meaning, 
indicating that an event continues on for a relatively extended period of time before something else happens. 
The translation of this kind of construction is often ‘doing something for a while and then...’ or ‘doing 
something until...’. 

 535) A± hamapoo badebee-no, pasta Wa:go mo² mo²so²poo siba². 
1S here.LOC stay-ISQ pastor Wa:go 1S.POSS house.LOC come.INV 

‘As I was staying here, Pastor Wa:go came to my house.’ 

 536) Hoguo pala-no, hoguo pala-no, hoguo pala-no... 
run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ run go.up.PAST+R-ISQ 

‘[It] continued running up until,...’ 

6.5.4.1.4 Future Sequence 

In a Future Sequence construction the verb in the first clause is in its basic form and is inflected with –ga 
‘condition’. The two clauses can have either same or different subjects. The same construction is also used in 
conditional constructions (see 6.5.3.3.1). 

 537) Iba Ukarumpa mapoo du-ga, sitowa mapoo dileiso. 
1P Ukarumpa LOC go-COND store LOC go.INCOM.IR.PF 

‘When we go to Ukarumpa, we will go to the store.’ 

 538) Yo² sibo-ga, a²yo² yimapoo takalai. 
3S come-COND 1S.ACT 3S.LOC say.INCOM.IR 

‘When (or if) he comes, I will tell him.’ 

6.5.4.1.5 Starting a New Sentence in a Sequence 

In narratives, a new sentence is generally begun whenever there is a change in participants, temporal 
setting, or location, or when there is a transition from one sequence of closely related events to another series of 
closely related events When, however, a sentence with a new temporal setting begins with a tail-head 
construction, the temporal adverb does not occur in the sentence-initial repeated clause. Instead, it occurs in the 
following clause.  
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 539) A± ho²lo² pa²iªme, Martin bolo abaga simino, 
1S child sick.DS/CAUS Martin ACMP DEF.from come.PAST+R.ISQ 

Giligisi tiaso. Giligisi tialoso, sadee toowaso 
Giligisi sleep.PAST+R.PF Giligisi sleep.PSQ week big.OB/A 

abaga simino, Wedesia wo he²e²so. 
DEF.from come.PAST+R.ISQ Wedesia sago chop.PAST+R.PF 

Esiga be inomagoome, Martinye be kadaso. 
Therefore pig shoot.DS/CAUS Martin.PRA pig carry.PAST+R.PF 

 ‘When my child was sick, we were coming with Martin, then we slept at Giligisi. Having slept at 
Giligisi, on Sunday we were coming from there, and at Wedesia we chopped sago. Therefore, 
when [we] shot a pig, Martin carried the pig.’ 

Sentences are frequently begun with either a conjunction or tail-head linkage. At this time, I don’t really 
know when a conjuction would be used rather than tail-head linkage, except that procedural texts certainly favor 
the use of tail-head linkage. In fact any story where the emphasis is more on how something is/was done, rather 
than telling an exciting story, would contain more tail-head linking devices than conjunctions. 70% of the 
sentences in procedural texts and 50% of the sentences in narrative texts begin with Tail-Head linkage. 

 

 

Sentence-Initial Linking Devices 

There are two verbal forms which frequently function to link sentences encoding sequences of events : 

oso-loso  end-PSQ ‘after that/then’ 

ese-me  ?-DS/CAUS  ‘as a result/ so then’ 

 540) ...esino sa²so abaga simi mo² homo² 
but death.adder.OB/A DEF.from come.PAST+R 1S.POSS leg 

mapoo poowa². Eseme mo² homo² 
LOC bite.PAST+R.INV so.then 1S.POSS leg 

mapoo egeino, sa²so a² pe²le²na. 
LOC see.PAST+R.ISQ death.adder.OB/A 1S bite.NEG.WTNS 

Eseme ma² Godee mapoo todagaso. 
so.then father God LOC pray.PAST+R.PF 

‘…but a death adder came from there and bit my leg. So then, looking at my leg, I saw that the 
death adder did not bite me. So then I prayed to Father God.’ 

 541) Eseme beneeso inomagooso. Osoloso hosugu pooloso 
so.then spear.OB/A shoot.PAST+R.PF and.then leaf spread.out.PSQ 

be daga²giso.  Osoloso o toowa mapoo 
pig cut.into.pieces.PAST+R.PF and.then string.bag big LOC 

sooloso mo²so²poo kadaloso diso. 
put.into.PSQ house.LOC carry.PSQ go.PAST+R.PF 

‘So then [I] shot [it] with a spear. Then after spreading out leaves, [I] cut the pig into pieces. Then 
after putting [it] into a big string bag, [I] went and carried [it] to the house.’ 

Tail-Head Linkage  

Tail-Head linkage is observed in texts having past, future, or habitual temporal reference. The structure is 
the same for all three, in that the repeated verb is in its basic form and affixed with –loso/le²so ‘presupposed 
sequence’. 

Tail-Head  V. V-PSQ 

T-H    V. V-loso/le²so  ‘V-ed. Having V-ed...’ 
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 542) Beeame hedepeso, Disi du he²e=so. Du ho²-loso,... 
day one.OB/A Disi canoe chop.PAST+R=PF canoe chop-PSQ 

‘One day, Disi chopped a canoe (tree). After chopping the canoe (tree),…’ 

 543) O-mapoo badolone, ee howo sekelai=so. Soko-loso... 
DEF-LOC stay.SIMU banana sprout plant.FUT=PF plant-PSQ 

‘While staying there, [I] will plant banana spouts. After planting [them]…’ 

 544) …wo ka²liso. Wo ka²-loso, we² teegaliso. 
sago split.HAB.PF sago split-PSQ sago.branch chop.PL.HAB.PF 

‘…[we] split the sago. After splitting the sago, [we] chop off the sago branches.’ 

 

6.5.4.2 Simultaneous Time 

When clauses have the same subject, simultaneous time is signaled by a medial verb in its basic form taking 
the inflection –lone ‘simultaneous’.However, if the clauses have different subjects, the verb in the first clause is 

marked with –molo-me ‘ATEL.INCOM-DS’. The last verb may be in any mood or tense. 

 545) Niko dasiga-lone, yumolo. 
Niko play-SIMU laugh.ATEL.INCOM  

‘Niko is laughing while playing.’ 

 546) Omapoo bado-lone, bibi howo osoloso ee howo seke-lai=so. 
DEF.LOC stay-SIMU taro sprout and banana sprout plant-FUT=PF 

‘While staying here, [I] will plant taro and bananas.’ 

 547) A± bado-lone, popo na²mele²e²so. 
1S sit-SIMU papaya eat.ATEL.INCOM.PAST+R.PF 

‘While I was sitting, [I] was eating papaya.’ 

 548) Iba tiesa-molo-me, diba kukaso. 
1P sleep.PL-ATEL.INCOM-DS/CAUS 3P run.away.PL.PAST+R.PF  

‘While we were sleeping, they ran away.’ 

6.5.4.3 Alternative 

Alternative sentences consist of two clauses or phrases with the conjunction o ‘or’ between them. 

 549) No² yogu sage talaiyo o deiyepo talaiyo? 
2S nail long take.FUT.Q or short take.FUT.Q 

‘Do you take the long nails or the short [ones]?’ 

 550) No² seligi nalisomo o koo naliyo? 
2S sweet.potato eat.HAB.PF.Q or NEG eat.HAB.Q 

‘Do you eat sweet potato or not?’ 

 551) No² godigi gimo dileisomo? O Biliye mapoo mouleiyo? 
2S tomorrow hunt.ATEL go.FUT.PF.Q or Biliye to go.down.FUT.Q 

‘Will you go hunting tomorrow? Or will [you] go down to Biliye?’ 

 552) No² godigi tou talaisomo? O epei habe dobudu dileiyo? 
2S tomorrow work take.FUT.PF.Q or today afternoon bush.LOC go.FUT.Q 

‘Will you work tomorrow? Or will [you] go the to bush this afternoon?’ 

 

6.5.4.4 Contrastive 

Contrastive sentences/clauses are connected by the conjuction esino ‘but’ . 

 553) Yo² dileiso, esino a² badalai. 
3S go.FUT.PF but 1S stay.FUT 

‘He will go, but I will stay.’ 
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 554) …odoo he²e²so a² pidile². Esino a² dala tele²,... 
person other.OB/A 1S help.PAST+R.NEG but 1S pain get.PAST+R.NEG 

‘…another person did not help me. But I did not have pain,…’ 

6.5.4.5 Causal 

Coordinate causal relationships between clauses can be expressed with two different conjunctions: eseme 

‘so then’ and esiga ‘therefore’. 

 555) ...sa²-so a² pe²-le²-na. Eseme ma² Godee mapoo 
death.adder-OB/A 1S bite.PAST+R-NEG-WTNS so.then father God to 

  todaga=so. 
pray.PAST+R=PF. 

‘...the death adder had not bitten me. So then I prayed to Father God.’ 

 556) Epedee Godeeyo² to² duleiso. Esiga niba baibolo molosomo? 
now God.POSS talk hear.FUT.PF therefore 2P Bible be.Q 

‘Now [we] will hear God’s word. Therefore do you have Bibles?’ 

6.5.4.6 Reason-Result 

The sentence-initial conjunction esiga ‘therefore’ is used to express reason-result. There is no way to 
express a reason-result relationship within the same sentence. 

 557) Yesu dia tokenee odoo. Esiga yo² wolomalai tekepo. 
Jesus very bad person therefore 3S kill.FUT good 

‘Jesus is a very bad person. Therefore it is good to kill him.’ 

 558) Niba susuga hamapoo simiso. Esiga a² goomogo. 
2P all here.LOC come.PAST+R.PF therefore 1S happy 

‘You all came here. Therefore I am happy.’ 

 

6.5.5 Serialized constructions 

Serialized constructions are very infrequent in the language and typically contain a motion verb in 
conjunction with one other verb. There are two types of serialization: nuclear and core. In nuclear serialization, 
two verbs are juxtaposed one right after the other with no clausal arguments intervening between them. Nuclear 
serialization is used to express purpose, as in the following examples  

 559) Yo² ho²wo² sa²u²wiª diso. 
3S water wash go.PAST+R.PF 

‘He went to wash.’ 

 

 560) A±yo² ta dileiso. 
1S.ACT get go.INCOM.IR.PF 

‘I will go to/and get [it].’ 

In core serialization, clausal arguments intervene between the two verbs, the first of which is 
morphologically unmarked. This construction has only been observed in descriptions of past events, and 
therefore the unmarked verb is in its simple past form. 

 561) Oluwobi omapoo tialoso, godigi abaga simi 
Oluwobi DEF.LOC sleep.PSQ tomorrow DEF.from come.PAST+R 

Keseki hamapoo peledapaso. 
  Keseki here.LOC arrive.PAST+R.PF 

‘Having slept at Oluwobi, the next morning we came from there and arrived here at Keseki.’ 
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7. DISCOURSE OBSERVATIONS 

The types of discourse studied so far are narratives and procedural texts. All of the observations below refer 
to these two genres.  

7.1 Number of Arguments per Clause 
There are typically only one or two overt arguments per clause, and many clauses have no overt arguments. 

The maximum number of arguments observed in a single clause thus far is four.  

 562) Eseme Catty o² wee diªo² malaya amaga Mougulu omapoo 
so.then Catty 3S.POSS mother and airplane by Mougulu DEF.LOC 

  melesenee talame palaso. 
medicine get.INCOM.IR.DS/CAUS go.up.PAST+R.PF 

‘So then Catty and her mother went up to Mougulu by airplane to get medicine.’ 

 563) Takawoye o² tai sabolo tio sabolo oso só inomagooso. 
Takawo.PRA 3S.POSS bow and arrow and DEF.OB/A bird shoot.PAST+R.PF 

‘Takawo shot a bird with his bow and arrow.’ 

7.2 Use of Pronouns 
For the purpose of introducing main participants in a story or for emphasis, informing the listener or reader 

that it was indeed the subject performing the action and not any of the other participants, the noun phrase is 
topicalized and a pronoun copy added within the inflection phrase. 

 564) Esino kou ya²yo² to² nei egeesee takaso,... 
but cassowary 3S.ACT talk return it.like say.PAST+R.PF 

‘But the cassowary, he replied like this,…’ 

 565) Sobo yo dokota mapoo dugo susuga melesenee temeleeso. 
woman 3S doctor LOC year all medicine take.ATEL.PAST+R.PF 

‘The woman, she was getting medicine at the doctor for many years.’ 

If there is only one main partipant in a story, once they have been introduced, it is very common for that 
participant to be referred to with pronouns or ellipsis, while all other participants are referred to by either proper 
or common nouns. If there are two or more main participants in a story, it is necessary to use proper names or 
common nouns to track them, since the pronouns are gender neutral. However, the current subject of a sentence 
can be referred to by a pronoun, if he has overtly been mentioned as the subject by name in the previous 
sentence(s). 

 566) Ho²lo²pe² sooloogooloso, homo dokodoo tiamolome, 
baby swallow.PSQ tree on.top sleep.ATEL.INCOM.DS/CAUS 

  ho²lo²pe² eyo² ama²meeye tioso iniso. Miªyomo²o² 
baby DEF.GEN father.PRA arrow.OB/A shoot.PAST+R.PF ground.LOC 

  inoseme duno boo na. Eseme egeino, ya²yo² 
shoot.DS/CAUS hear.ISQ boo WTNS so.then see.ISQ 3S.ACT 

  dilei eli menabu. Eseme badoboso bano, 
go.INCOM.IR path NEG.WTNS.QUOT so.then stay.PSQ wait.ISQ 

  kou siba²bu. Eseme ya²yo² kou mapoo wosaso,... 
cassowary come.INV.QUOT so.then 3S.ACT cassowary to ask.PAST+R.PF 

‘After [she] swallowed the baby, while sleeping on top of the tree, the baby’s father shot [her] with 
an arrow. When he shot [her] from the ground, [he] was hearing ‘boo’. So then looking, he saw no 
path to go [by]. So then as [he] stayed waiting, a cassowary came. So then he asked the 
cassowary,…’ 

7.3 Subject Elision 
Subject elision is quite common, particularly in narratives. After the subject has been mentioned for the first 

time, it does not need to be overtly mentioned again, perhaps for several sentences. If the story has only one 
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subject and one object, the subject may never be overtly referred to again (see example below). If there are 
several participants in the story, the subject of the current sentence is the one who was subject in previous 
sentences, and continues to be the subject until a new or different subject is introduced. 

 567) A±yo² beneeso be inomagoloso, hosugu pooloso, 
1S.ACT spear.OB/A pig shoot.PSQ leaf spread.out.PSQ 

  be dagagoloso, o toowa mapoo sooloso, 
pig cut.into.pieces.PSQ string.bag big LOC put.into.PSQ 

  mo²so²poo kadaloso diso. 
house.LOC carry.PSQ go.PAST+R.PF 

‘After I shot a pig with a spear, [I] spread out leaves, [I] cut up the pig into pieces, [I] put [it] into a 
big string bag, and [I] went and carried [it] to the house.’ 

 568) Woloso, toloso, tiadoloso, abaga wedi diso. 
hit.PSQ hold.PSQ tie.do.PSQ from.there back go.PAST+R.PF 

  Mo²so²poo wedi dileso, hebise² Aweaye boosooso. 
house.LOC back go.PSQ snake Awea.PRA mumu.PAST+R.PF 

‘[I] hit [the snake], held [it], tied [it] up, and went back from there. After [I] went back to the 
house, Awea mumued the snake.’ 

7.4 Fronting 
There are three phrasal constituents that can be fronted to the beginning of an inflection phrase. The 

purpose for fronting seems to be for topicalization or emphasis. For instance, if a temporal phrase is fronted, it is 
for the purpose of establishing that time as the new temporal setting. 

 569) Gesikolo odoo obeeamo simi=so. 
morning person slowly come.PAST+R=PF 

‘This morning the man came slowly.’ 

Objects can be topicalized by moving them to the sentence initial position for the purpose of contrast, 
emphasizing that is was this object and not some other object. 

 570) Wo edebeeyo kabeeso heliso. 
sago people ax.OB/A chop.INCOM.HAB.PF 

‘People chop sago with an ax.’ 

Oblique recipients can also be topicalized by moving them to the sentence initial position for the purpose of 
contrasting the recipient with other possible participants. 

 571) A±yo² yimapoo mo²le²e² he²e² tenelaime. 
1S.ACT 3S.LOC money other give.FUT.NEG 

‘I will not give more money to him.’ 

 572) Osoloso ama² diªo² o²wee diªo² mapoo Yesuye takaso, 
and 3S.POSS.father and 3S.POSS.mother and to Jesus.PRA say.PAST+R.PF 

‘And then Jesus said to her father and her mother,’ 

Oblique locations can also be topicalized by moving them to the sentence initial position for the purpose of 
emphasizing the importance of where the event occurred. 

 573) Miª susuga mapoo odoo susuga oso Yesuwo² goo 
place all to person all DEF.OB/A Jesus.GEN thing 

  takamo diso. 
say.ATEL go.PAST+R.PF 

‘All the people went telling Jesus’ thing everywhere.’ 

7.5 Reasons for Alternate Word Order 
It has been observed that there seems to be some allowable variation in word order in regards to the location 

of at least two different types of phrases or clauses, besides what was mentioned in the previous section under 
fronting. It is possible that due to the heaviness or length of these phrases or clauses, the word order is changed 
for ease of processing. 
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8. AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

There are a number of areas that need further research: 

1. Variant Word Orders: There seems to be some allowable variation in word order in regards to the 
location of Subject, Object, and Oblique phrases within sentences. More research needs to be made as to what 
word orders are permitted, and the reason for the variations. 

2. The topic markers ka and ee: In this paper we only mentioned how ka is used to topicalized a NP[TIME], 

and how ee is used to topicalize NP[SUB]. But these markers seems to occur in many other locations as well. It is 
not clear how they actually function. 

3. Discourse: All discourse related topics need to be further studied. 

4. Serialized Constructions: There have only been one or two examples observed thus far that could 
possibly be interpreted as serial verbs. But they might also be compound verbs. More research into this area is 
needed. 

5. Complementation: In this paper we only discussed a limited number of types of predicates that can take 
complement clauses. More research needs to be done to ascertain what types of predicates can take 
complements, and to determine the structure and ordering of the complement clauses. 
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